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INTRODUCTION
A metric space which is compact, connected and locally 
connected plays an important role in the field of anlysis. Such 
spaces are called Peano spaces. It is the intent of this thesis 
to investigate some of the more fundamental aspects of the struc­
ture of Peano spaces.
Giuseppe Peano (1858-1932) proved that a segment can he 
mapped onto a square. Peano*s theorem is actually a special case 
of the first theorem which we shall prove. It is the famous 
theorem of Hahn and Mazurkiewicz that the closed unit interval 
fo,lJ can he mapped continuously onto a metric space T if and only 
if T is compact connected and locally connected.
Secondly, we shall introduce the concept of cut points and 
show that a compact connected set of which all hut at most two 
points are cut points is a simple arc. With this and the aid of 
the Brouwer Reduction Theorem we shall he ahle to give a proof due 
to J. L. Kelley of the Arcwise Connectedness Theorem,
Thirdly, we shall find that Sierpinski*s property S enables 
us to prove that every Peano space has a hasis, each non-empty 
element of which is connected; has property S; and has a Peano 
space as its closure.
Finally, we will discuss cyclic element theory and leaning 
heavily on the results of property S, we shall prove the cyclic 
connectivity theorem which states that a PeanO space T is cyclic 
if and only if for every two points a and h belonging to T there
1
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is a simple closed curve in T containing a and b.
In many of our theorems and definitions, the spaces con­
cerned need not be metric spaces for the statement to hold true. 
However, since our primary interest is in Peano spaces which are of 
necessity metric spaces, all spaces shall be considered to be metric 
unless otherwise indicated.
Furthermore, when sets are discussed without mention of 
their containing space, it shall be understood that they are sub­
sets of the general metric space S.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY TOPOLOGY
It is the purpose of this chapter to list definitions and 
theorems which will he needed in later sections. Proofs will he 
omitted. In general, Newman’s Elements of the Topology of Plane 
Sets of Points may he used as a reference and in such cases no 
reference shall he given.
Throughout this paper capital letters shall denote spaces 
and sets and small letters shall denote points or elements*
As a matter of notation the symbol £ will mean "belongs to" 
or "is a member of" and ^ will mean "does not belong to" or "is not 
a member of." For example, if a point x belongs to the set A, we 
will write x € A and if y does not belong to A we have y^A. The 
symbol C  will mean "is contained in" or "is a subset of" and 
will mean "is not contained in" or "is not a subset of." That is, 
if the set A is a subset of the set B we have A(Z B and if A is not 
a subset of B we have A^B. A set A is termed a proper subset of 
B if A C B  but A / B.
1.1 A set is a collection or aggregate of objects or 
elements called points. Suppose E is a subset of S. The complement 
(SE of E is the set of all points of S not belonging to E. It is 
always true that (2((Se ) = E, and if E C F  then GfCGE. The empty or 
null set, to be denoted by jZJ, is defined as being that set which has 
no points. A set is termed non-degenerate if it has at least two 
points.
3
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1.2 On any set a metric may be defined by associating with 
every pair of points x and y a non-negative ntxmber ̂ x , y )  called the 
distance between then, such that the following conditions are sat­
isfied:
(i) yû(x,y) - yO(y,x)
(ii) ^(x,y) = 0 if and only if x = y
(iii) ^(x,z) & yO(x,Y) + yo(y,z) (triangle inequality)
A non-empty set on which a metric has been defined is called a 
metric space.
1.3 Suppose a C s . The diameter d(A) of A is defined as 
being the least upper bound of yO(p,q) where the least upper bound
is taken with respect to all pairs of points p and q in A. If
d(A) is finite, A is bounded. If A consists of a single point, 
d(A) » 0.
1.4 Suppose A and B are sets. The union of A and B, 
written a U B  and read "A union B", is the set of all points which 
belong to either A or B. The intersection of A and B, written aPiB 
and read "A intersection B", is the set of all points which belong 
to both A and B. If the sets A and B have no points in common, 
they are said to be disjoint and we write AClB - 0» As a matter of 
abbreviation, we shall often use AB in place of a H b  and A-B in 
place of aDQB,
Some identical relations involving (J and D  are:
(1) A U ( B U C )  = (AUB) UC, An(BPlC) - (AnB)Ac
(2) A U B  - BUA, A D b - B O A
(3) A n ( B U C )  = (AHB)U (AAC)
(4) A Ü ( B n c )  = (AU'B)n (AUC)
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(5) A Ü A  = A, a O a - A
(6) a C a U b , a H b C a
(T) If A C C  and B C C  then (a U b )CC
(8) If c C a and c C b then c C ( a O b )
(9) If le any collection of sets E then C((Je ) *»
E€A
f|(GE) and C C O e )* = (J(CE).
E64t E6-& E€&
1.5 Suppose p is a point and £ is a positive number. By 
an ̂ -neighborhood (or merely neighborhood) of the point p, we mean 
the set of all points whose distance from p is less than and we
write B ( p ,€). Similarly, an ^-neighborhood n(E,6) of a set E denotes
the set of all points whose distance from E is less than 6.
1.6 A subset A of S is said to be open if for every point 
p of A there is a neighborhood of p contained in A. The following 
statements hold.
(1) The empty set is open and S itself is open.
(2) Any neighborhood is an open set.
(3) Any union of open sets is open.
(4) The intersection of a finite number of open sets is
open.
1.7 A sequence * or of points of a space
is determined by assigning a point to every positive integer n. 
Thus, it should be noted that a sequence is a set of points indexed 
by the positive integers and is not merely any set of points. A 
sequence is said to converge to a point a, and we write
♦■a, if for every €>0, yO(x^,a)<€ for all but a finite number of 
values of n. Equivalent symbolism for convergence is
- °*
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A sequence can converge to only one point. As a consequence of this 
if = y^ for all n then a = b.
A sequence of sets is said to be monotone decreasing if
and only if A^^^dA^ for each n. The sequence ^A^^ is monotone 
increasing if and only if A ^ C l f o r  each n, (The analogy with 
sequences of points is obvious.)
1.8 The sequence ^y^^ is a subsequence of ^x^^ if y^ = x^ 
where r^ are positive integers such that r^^< rg <  <  ., , . If
x^— »a, then every subsequence of converges to a.
1.9 In terms of neighborhoods, a point q is a limit point 
of a set B if every neighborhood of q contains an infinite number 
of points of B, In fact, it can be shown that q is a limit point 
of B if and only if every neighborhood of q contains a point p of 
B distinct from q.
In terms of sequences, q is a limit point of B if and only 
if there is a sequence ^x^^ of distinct points of B such that x^—^q.
1.10 A set B is said to be closed if and only if its com­
plement S-B is open. The following statements hold.
(1) The empty set is closed and S itself is closed,
(2) A set is closed if it contains all of its limit points.
(3) Any intersection of closed sets is closed,
(4) The union of a finite number of closed sets is closed.
(5) Every finite set is closed.
1.11 The closure E of a set E is the smallest closed set
containing E, More explicitly, Ê  is the intersection of all closed
sets containing E. The following statements hold,
(l) E is closed.
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(2) B *• Ê if and only if E is closed*
(3) Always E * E*
(4) If a single point p is considered as a set then p = p*
(5) If a point x 6 E then any neighborhood of x contains a
point of E. Thus, for every o(>0 there is a point y of E such 
that yo(x,y)<<X.
(6) If E is bounded, E is bounded and d(E) = d(Ë).
(7) If sets E^ and Eg are such that E^C Eg then E^CEg.
(8) If E^,..*,E^ is a finite collection of sets then
S ? *  ■ S ’ .- _ —
(9) For any collection of sets E_,...,E_,..., M E ^ C P j E ^     ̂ ^ n=l “ n=l ^
An important fact concerning metric spaces is that given any 
point p of a metric space S and any open set H of S such that p6H, 
then there exists an open set G containing p and p 6 G C H *
1.12 The interior i(E) of a set E is the largest open set 
contained in E. More explicitly, i(E) is the union of all open 
sets contained in E. It follows that if E is open then 1(E) = E.
Any point belonging to i(E) is an interior point of E. The frontier 
fr(E) of E is by definition E-i(E), and if E is open fr(E) = E-E.
The following statements hold.
(1) fr(0) = JZf and fr(s) = 0,
(2) Always E Ufr(E) - E.
1.15 We also have the condition of a set A being open or 
closed in relation to another set M containing A. That is, suppose 
A C m CS. We say that A is open iju M if and only if there is an 
open set G such that A » m O g * Similarly, A is closed in M if and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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only If there is a closed set P such that A * m OP* The following 
statements hold.
(1) If A is open (closed) then A is open (closed) in M.
(2) If M is open (closed) and A is open (closed) in M then
A is open (closed). „
(5) A is closed in M if A = MHA.
1.14 Given sets S and T, a rule f is called a mapping 
(transformation) of S into T and we write f;8-*T, if with every 
point a£ S we associate a point f(a)gT. f(a) is called the image 
of the point a under the mapping f. A mapping f is said to map S
onto T if f(S) = T. In mathematics it is grammatically correct to
state that a mapping f:S-»T is onto. Notice if f is an onto mapping 
a point h e T if and only if there is at least one point a £ S  such 
that f(a) - h. It is easily verified that every onto mapping is 
itself an into mapping though the converse does not necessarily 
hold.
1.15 A mapping f;S T is said to he a one-to-one mapping of 
S onto T (or a one-to-one correspondence between S and T) if and 
only if each point h of T is the image of precisely one point 
f”^(h) of S. The point f”^(h) is called the inverse image of h.
The relation is symetrical and f”  ̂ is a one-to-one mapping of T onto 
8,
1.16 Suppose there is a mapping f:S—»T. Let F be any 
collection of subsets E of 8 and let H be any collection of subsets 
G of T. The following statements hold.
(1) f(0) - 0 and f-l(0) = 0,
(2) If E^C Eg then f (Ê )̂ C f  (Eg) .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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— 1  / „  \ /—  1 ,(3) If G^C Gg then f"-^(G^)C f'-^CGg) .
(4) Always Ej^Cf^f(E^) hut = f’^f(E^) if and only if f
is one-to-one.
(5) Always ff"^(Gj^)CG^ hut ff'^fG^) = G^ if and only if f 
is onto,
(6) Cf(E^)Cf(CEj^) if f is onto hut Cf(E^) = f(GE^) if and 
only if f is onto and one-to-one.
(7) Always f"̂ ((:G]̂ ) = Cf’ ĈĜ )̂.
(8) Always f ( U e ) » (Jf (E) and f(PlE)Cnf(E)
E6P E6P E6P E€P
(9) Always f“^(UG) = U f ”^(G) and f"^(AG) = P\f”^(G).G€H G€H Gen G6H
1.17 A set which is either finite or can he placed in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the set of all positive integers is 
said to he enumerable (countable). Every subset of a countable set 
is countable.
1.18 Suppose ^  is a collection of open sets in the space S. 
i^is said to form a base or basis for S if every open set contained 
in S can be expressed as the union of some of the sets in the 
collection •
We shall also speak of a basis at a point. Suppose p is a 
point of the space S and let (T be a collection of open sets in S 
each of which contains p. We shall say that 0" is a base at the 
point p if and only if given any open set E of S such that p £E, 
then there exists a set P6(T such that PCE. It can be easily 
verified that in metric spaces every point p has a countable basis 
at p.
1.19 A set A is dense in a set B if A C B  and every neigh­
borhood containing a point of B also contains a point of A. If A
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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is dense in S where S is the whole space, then A = S. A set is 
separable if it has an enumerable dense subset. It can be easily 
shown that a metric space is separable if and only if it has an 
enumerable base.
1.20 By a covering of a subset E of S we mean a collection
of sets contained in S such that e C U f . Thus, if /&■ covers the
whole space S then U p = S. If the sets of a covering are open,
F€b>
closed or finite in number, the covering is termed open, closed or 
finite respectively. It is an 6-covering if each of the sets of 
has diameter not exceeding 6. If is a subfamily of It and 
also covers E then /t is called a subcovering of E.
1.21 A set H is compact if and only if from every open 
covering of H a finite subcovering can be selected. It is easily 
verified that any closed interval [a,b] is compact. Thus, in 
particular the closed unit interval [0,]J is compact. The open in­
terval (0,1) is not compact, however, since no finite subcovering
oo 2can be selected from the covering ^  = O  (—,l). The followingn=l ^
statements hold.
(1) A set H is compact if every sequence in H has a sub­
sequence which converges to a point of H.
(2) If H is compact then H is closed.
(5) If H is a closed subset of a compact space S then H 
is compact.
(4) All compact sets are separable, thus, in view of 
paragraph 1,19 every compact set has an enumerable dense base,
(5) A decreasing sequence of non-empty compact sets has a 
non-empty common part.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1.22 A subset H of S admits of a separation if there exists 
sets A and B in S such that H « AUB, A / 0, B / 0, a H B  =
A O B  = 0 and A O B  = pf. If this is the case, we write H = A/b . H 
is termed disconnected if it admits of a separation. Otherwise, H 
is connected. For example, suppose H is the set of all non-zero 
real numbers. By letting A be the set of all positive reals and B 
be the set of all negative reals it is readily seen that H = A/B. 
The following statements hold.
(1) If a set E consists of a single point then E is 
connected.
(2) Every interval is connected and in fact the set of all 
real numbers is connected.
(3) Suppose E is a connected subset of R^. If points a and 
b belong to E then [a,b'3CE.
(4) The set H is disconnected if and only if it is the 
union of two non-empty disjoint sets, each of which is open in H.
In particular, S is disconnected if and only if it is the union of 
two non-empty disjoint open sets (open may be replaced by closed 
throughout)•
(5) If and Gg are non-empty disjoint open sets, then 
G^W Gg = Gĵ /Gg.
(6) Suppose E C S  and E = c/d . If E is closed, then C and 
D are closed.
(7) If H = a/b and there is a connected set E contained in 
H then either E C A  or EGB. Suppose G and H are subsets of S, G 
and H are closed, G Ü H  is connected and g O H  contains at most two 
points. Then G is connected or H is connected.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(8) If A is connected and h- is any collection of connected
sets such that if implies a H B  / 0 then A U ( U b ) is connected.Beit
(9) If E is connected and e C H C E ,  then H is connected. 
Thus, we see that if E is connected then E is connected,
(10) If E is a non-empty subset of a space S and x is a
point of S such that E(j(x) is connected, then x£Ê.
(11) If S is connected and has more than one point, then S 
is non-countable.
1.23 A compact connected set with at least two points is
called a continuum. It is clear from part (ll) of 1.22 that a
continuum is non-countable.
1.24 A set G is a component of a set E if and only if the 
following conditions hold: (i) Q ^ 0, (ii) GCE, (iii) G is 
connected, and (iv) if G C f C E  and F is connected, then G = P. A 
set E is totally disconnected if all of its components are single 
points. The following statements hold,
(1) Any set is the union of its components.
(2) If G and H are components of E, then either G = H or
g O h = 0,
(3) If G is a component of E and B is any connected subset 
of E then either B C G  or BCiG = 0.
(4) If E is connected and E / 0 then there is only one
component of E, namely, E itself,
(5) If a set E is disconnected then there are at least two 
components of E,
(6) If E is closed and A is a component of E then A is
closed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(7) If p is a point of a set E then there is exactly one 
component of E containing p.
1.25 A set H is said to be locally connected if and only if 
components of open sets (open in H!) are open in H. The following 
statements hold.
(1) If all neighborhoods of a set H are connected then H 
is locally connected,
(2) A set H is locally connected if and only if for every 
point a £ H  and for every positive number £, there is a positive 
number S such that if a point b£N(a,5)CH then there exists a 
connected set C such that a€C, b £ C and CClT(a,£)CH»
(3) If for every point p of a set H and every positive 
number £ there is a positive number and N(p,5)CH and is 
connected then H is locally connected,
(4) A set H is locally connected if and only if the 
existance of an open set G (open in H) contained in H and con­
taining a point p implies there is a subset E of G such that E 
is open in G, E is connected, and p£E,
(5) Any open set is a locally connected space is itself 
locally connected,
1.26 A Peano space is a compact, connected, locally 
connected metric space. As an example, any closed interval [a,b] 
in is a Peano space. We have seen that [a,b] is both compact 
and connected. Suppose G is an open set contained in Qa,b] and 
containing a point p. Thus, there is a 6 >0 such that N(p,^)dG* 
E(p,&) is open and being an interval it is connected. Certainly 
p£N(p,S) hence by part (4) of 1*25, [a,b] is locally connected.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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To define a metric on fa,b] we use the standard formula for distance 
in ^(x,y) = jx-y| . Therefore, [a,b] and, in particular, fo,lj 
are Peano spaces.
Some other simple examples of Peano spaces are: a single
point, the boundary of a rectangle or circle, the boundary of a 
rectangle or circle plus all of their interior points.
1,27 A mapping f:S-*T is said to be continuous at a point 
a of S if for every there is a &>0 such that if x€N(a,6) in
S then f(x)£ir(f(a),e) in T, i.e., f(N(a,6))CR(f(a),€). The 
mapping f is continuous on 8 if it is continuous at every point of
S. The following statements hold:
(1) A mapping f:8-+T is continuous at a point p if and only 
if for every open set G C T  such that f(p)€G, there is an open set 
H C S  such that p € H  and f(H)ClG.
(2) A mapping f:S—*T is continuous on S if and only if for
every open set GCT, f”^(G) is an open subset of S.
(3) A mapping f:S-»T is continuous on S if and only if for
every closed set HCT, f”^(H) is a closed subset of S.
(4) Suppose a mapping f:S—*T is continuous at a point p 6 S  
and there is a sequence ^x^^ of S such that x^—^p, then f(x^)—♦f(p),
(5) Suppose there is a mapping f:S—#T and a point p6S.
If every sequence ^x^j of S is such that x^-^p implies f(x̂ )̂— »f (p)
then f is continuous at p.
(6) Suppose a mapping f:S-+T is continuous on 3. If E is 
compact subset of S then f(E) is compact.
(7) Suppose a mapping f;S-*T is continuous on S and S is 
compact. If E is a closed subset of S then f(E) is closed.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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(8) Suppose a mapping f;S-*T is continuous on S* If E is a
connected subset of S then f(E) is connected.
(9) Suppose there is a continuous mapping f of S onto T.
If S is compact and locally connected then T is compact and locally 
connected.
Thus, we see that if f is a continuous mapping of a Peano 
space S onto a metric space T, then T is a Peano space.
1.28 Let f be a one-to-one mapping of S onto T. Recall
that for any point p of T there is exactly one point q of S such
that f(q) = p. Let g(p) = q . This defines a mapping g:T—*8 such
that f(g(p)) = f(q) = p . The mapping g is called the inverse
mapping of f. It is easily verified that g is one-to-one and maps 
T onto S. The following statements hold:
(1) If f:S-*T is a one-to-one continuous mapping of S onto 
T then there exists g:T-+S which is a one-to-one mapping of T onto 
S.
(2) If f:S-*T is a one-to-one continuous mapping of S onto 
T and S is compact then the inverse mapping g is continuous on T.
If f:S—>T is a one-to-one continuous mapping of S onto T 
and if the inverse mapping g, in addition to being one-to-one and 
onto, is continuous on T then f is called a topological mapping 
of 8 onto T . The reader may easily verify that if f is a topo­
logical mapping of 8 onto T then open sets in 8 correspond to
open sets in T and vice versa (open may be replaced by closed
throughout).
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CHAPTER II 
THE HAHN-MAZURKIEWICZ THEOREM
We have seen in section 1.27 that if a continuous mapping f 
maps a Peano space S onto a metric space T, then T is a Peano space. 
Indeed, this proves the necessary part of the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz 
Theorem that a space S is a Peano space if and only if the closed 
unit interval [0,lj can be mapped continuously onto S. In this 
chapter, we shall prove the sufficiency part of the theorem after 
suitable introduction.
Definition 2,1 A chain of sets is a finite succession of 
sets ,Eg,... ,Eĵ  such that E^O E^^^ f 0 for i = l,2,,..,k-l.
Theorem 2.2 Suppose Q is a connected set and F is the 
collection of sets Fĵ,F^,... which form a finite closed covering 
of Q such that / 0 for each i. Then any two sets and
of F can be joined by a chain of sets in F.
Proof. Let be an arbitrary set of the collection P,
Let H^ be the union of those sets which are joined to Pĵ  by a chain
of sets and let Eg be the union of all the rest of the sets in P.
Clearly Eg - 0 and since F^CZ H^, / 0, and Eg are each a
finite union of closed sets, hence are both closed. Now QCE^UEg, 
thus Q - (E^U Eg) - (QOE^) U  (QOSg). Since Q is connected, we 
cannot have Q « QOE^/QriEg, but notice:
16
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( Q n H ^ ) n  (QnH2)CQnH^riQriH2
C H ^ n  Hg 
- h^OHj 
= 0,
Similarly, (q OH^) O  (Q ASg) “ 0 and.
{q,r\û )n(q,r\-Ê ) = Q A n ^ n S g
= 0
and as we have seen Q 0 0* It follows that we must have 
H g O Q  = 0 in order to preserve the connectedness of Q. Suppose 
Ho 0 0» i.e., there is some set P of P such that F CHo* By^ t r w w jQ m 6
hypothesis P^FlQ 0 0, hence E g H Q  0 0 which is impossible. There­
fore, the assumption that Hg 0 0 led to a contradiction, hence 
Eg * 0, i.e., every set P^ of P may be joined to P^ by a chain of 
sets in P. Q.E.D,
Corollary. Suppose Q is a connected set and F is the 
collection of sets F^.P^,...,P^ which form a finite closed covering 
of Q such that Q O  P^ 0 0 for each i. Given any two sets P  ̂ and P̂  ̂
there is a chain of sets beginning with Pj and ending with P^ in­
cluding all of the sets of P. (Repetitions are allowed.)
Proof. Let the sets of F be arranged so that
^j “ Fi,Fg,...,F^ = F^.
By theorem 2.2, F^ and P^^^ can be joined by a chain of sets for 
each r. Insert these chains between each of the original con­
secutive pairs and we have the desired chain, Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.5 If S is a compact locally connected space and 
€>0t then there is a finite € -covering of S by compact connected 
sets.
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Proof. Consider all -g-g-neighborhoods of all points p of S.
Each neighborhood is an open subset of the locally connected space
S, hence their components form an open E-covering of S. Due to the 
compactness of S we may select a finite number of these components 
which also form a(5-covering of S. Their closures 
^l*^2*****^k connected, have diameters less than S (see l.ll),
and are closed subsets of S, hence are compact. Thus, the required 
covering is obtained. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.4 (Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem) The closed unit 
interval ÇO,l] can be mapped continuously onto a metric space S if 
and only if S is compact, connected, and locally connected.
Proof. The necessary part follows immediately from section
1.27 and the fact that [OflJ is a Peano space.
To prove the converse suppose S is a compact, connected,
locally connected, metric space. Let a and b be any point of S.
Without loss of generality assume d(s) è !• We shall define a
series of integers and a series of 2“°*-coverings of S by chains
of connected compact sets for i = 1,2,...,B^. Such coverings
and chains exist by virtue of theorem 2.5 and the corollary to
theorem 2.2. Recall that since S is the whole space any covering
A  of S is such that = S.
For m = 0 we set N = 1  and = S. For m = 1 we have theo o
•^covering by the chain K^,K^, .., ,K^^. Let a 6 and b€K^l.
Suppose we have completed the definition up to and including m with
a G and b choose a point a. in form m i m m
i ** 1 , 2 , . . . , 1 ,
letting a = a^ and. b = a^ .
m
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There is also a finite ^-covering of S "by connected
compact sets » • • • Considering all i, r and m retain the
sets which are non-empty. Clearly, these sets are finite in
nvimher, closed and also cover S, hence cover K^. Therefore, for
each m the sets F^flK^ can be arranged (with repetitions) as a
chain of sets beginning with a set containing a^_^ and ending with
one containing a^. Suppose the greatest number of sets in any chain
is n^. By repeating the last set of a chain a sufficient number
of times, we may assume all chains to contain exactly n^ sets. We
now have chains of sets associated with placed con-m m m
secutively in this order. The union of these chains of course
covers S, hence may be arranged to form a single chain of connected
closed sets. We will number the sets of this single chain as
. where i = l,2,,,,,n B and n B = B ., This completes our m+1 m m  m m  m+1
definition of K^,m
If integers j and i are such that 0 <  j < B^ and
(1)
then clearly / 0 and since g 2” °̂̂ '*'̂ ît follows
that Ei+iCB(Ej,2~(*+l^|. Thus, letting denote B(E^,2"“) we 
have whenever j and i satisfy (l).
For every number 0 g | < 1  there must be an integer j such 
that 0<  j S B^ and
m m
Let denote the set for this particular value of j. A^^l)
will be Â °̂  by definition. Suppose for this same “ ^m+1*
i, e , ,
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(3) (i-l) S £ < - ± -
^ "m+1
Since N ._ = n N_, we then have m+1 m m'
{1=1), 5 f <J- . .
«m+1 ^ «m «m+1
and
(j-l)\T ""'«m+1< €<ï
hence, i-Kn^^j, i.e., i < n^j and n^( j-l) <  i, i.e., n^(j-l)3 i-1. 
It now follows from (2) and ((5) that
(3-1) s (1-1) s e <_j+_ i _i.
«m «m+1 ^ «m+1 «m
Multiplying through hy we notice that both i and j satisfy
the relations (l). Thus, if 0 i ^ <1, and if § » 1
we also have
For any ^ consider the sets m = 1,2,...* These sets
are closed, hence compact and since  ̂̂ ^ f ) all m they
all have at least one point in common. However, since d(Àjĵ (Ç))—+0
as m— >oe they have exactly one point in common. We shall define
this point as f(f), i.e., f(^) = Similarly, since
a E A^ = A^(0) and b £ A^® = A (l), we have f(0) = r^A (o) = a and m m m m m=l m' '
f(l) = O^Ajj^(l) = b respectively. Thus, we have defined a mapping
f : [O,i] — + S. To complete the proof we will show that f maps [0,l]
continuously onto S.
For every £>0 there is an integer m such that 0.
Supposing |^-^|<^ we have two cases to considerr
ni
(i) If and 7̂ belong to the same set A^, then
f(§) both belong to I^J§7 = A^I^*
Therefore,yC<f($),f(f)) ^
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(ii) Suppose Ç and ^ belong to consecutive sets. Without 
loss of generality assume Therefore, f(^)€  and
= 1^+^. Since / 0- Suppose
q £  A ^ D A ĵ'*’̂ . Then ̂ (f (Ç)\q) g yO(q,f(^)) § |>mf and by the tri­
angle inequality^(f(Ç),f(^)) g^(f(Ç),q) + ̂ (q,f(^)) ^  = ^ < € ,
Thus, in either case we have /?(f (Ç) »f ( )̂ )<£ if » hence f
/ m
is cont inuous•
Suppose a point x Since f (4 ) 6 A (4 ) = A^*^, wem N m ' N  mj "2 HI ni
h a v e y O ( x , f )) S That is, for any neighborhood k (x,£) of x
®  ̂ % Jthere is an integer m such that and f)C]U(x,€). Thus, the
set of points f(^ ) for all m and all j = is dense in S and since
S is the whole space, we have f ) = S, But ^ CZ[o,]] for all j
. m .   m
and m, hence f (^ )C.f [6,i] and f( ^ ) C  f CO » ij • It follows that 
' . “ m m
S = f(4 ) C  f Co, 1} 8 thus, f [6,1] = S. But since (O,]] is closed,
IH
f [0,]J is closed. Finally, then we have f [O,l] = f[0,^ = S, and 
f is an onto mapping, Q,E,D,
A similar discussion of the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem may be 
found in Newman*s Elements of the Topology of Plane Sets of Points,
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CHAPTER III 
SIMPLE ARCS AND ARCWISE CONNECTEDNESS
Definition 3*1 A point x of a connected set E is termed a 
cut point of E if E-x is disconnected. Otherwise x is called a non­
cut point»
Theorem 3.2 If S is connected hut S-a = H^/Eg then = E^Ua 
and H  ̂ = H^U a.
Proof. S = E^ U  Eg U  a , Ej^nHgHa = and since H^Q Eg = ^ 
we have E^C (^2 “ E^Ua in S. Thus, E ^ C E ^ C E ^ U a  and either
Hp = E^ or E^ = E^V a.
Suppose H^ = E^. Now HjO(HgUa) = 0, E ^ Q  (HgU a) = ^ and 
E^n (HgUa) = E^n(HgUa) = (E^H Eg) U  (E^O a) = 0, and clearly 
E^ / 0 and (EgU a) / 0» Therefore, S = E^/EgU a contrary to the
assumption that S is connected, hence E^ / E^, i.e., = E^V a.
Similarly, = Eg Ua. (it follows since E^ = (?Eg and Eg =
that Eĵ and Eg are open sets in S.) Q.E.D,
Definition 3»3» A space T is a simple arc if and only if
there is a topological mapping f of the closed interval [0,l]
onto T» Thus, in view of 1.28 if T is a simple arc then open sets
of T correspond to open sets of [O,^ and vice versa (open may he 
replaced by closed throughout).
If A is a simple arc with end points a and b, for convenience 
we may often denote A by ab. Suppose points u and v lie on the 
simple arc ab. If E is the set consisting of u, v and all points
22
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X of ab which lie between u and v then the reader can easily verify
that E(-u v ) is a simple arc and that ECab. When such a situation
exists we say that E is a subarc of ab.
In view of theorem 2,4 it is clear from definition 3*3 that
a simple arc is a Peano space.
Theorem 3.4 A continuum, X, of which all but at most two 
points are cut points is a simple arc.
Proof. Let X be the given continuum and A the set of all
non-cut points in X. Therefore, A has 0, 1 or 2 members and is not
identical with X (see 1.23). Let x^ be a point of X not in A such
that X-x^ = P/Q,
(1) We have seen in theorem 3*2 that P = P U , Q = QUx^ 
and P and Q are open sets,
(2) P and Q, are connected. For if not let P = 
let x^e E^. Now X = E^U QUEg, Q / 0, Eg /
E^nCB^UQ) = (EgnE]^)U (EgDQ) = 0,
IgOCE^UQ) = {E^DE^)U (Ê̂ nÔ,) = 0,
and
EgH (E^U Q) = EgOCB^UQ) = (EgHB^) U (B 2 n Q )  = 0.
Thus, X = E^/EgU Q contrary to the assumption that X is connected. 
Bence, P is connected and, similarly, Q is connected.
(3) If y £ P  and P^/Q^ is an arbitrary partition of X-y, 
either P  ̂ or but not both is contained in P. Since y CP,
QCX-y = Now Q is connected, hence by paragraph 1.22,
either Q(2P^ or If QCP^, we have = 0 and since
x ^CQ, x ^^Q^. Therefore, Q^CX-x^ = Q U P  and we must have Q^CP» 
Suppose also that P^CP. Thus, P^^U Q^C P and X = P ^ U Q ^ U y Ç P
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which is contrary to the assumption that = p /Q* hence
Similarly, the assumption that gives P^CP and Q^^P.
(4) P contains at least one non-cut point. For if not
•ttiai P{=Pux^) also contains no non-cut points. Since P is closed,
it is compact and hence contains an enumerable dense set of points
x^,Xg,...,x^,•..(see 1.21) each different from x^. Therefore,
*1**2 * * * **^n** * * enumerable dense subset of P. Let
X-x^ = Pj/^i and assume that P^ is the part contained in P. We
now inductively define a series of integers n^ and of sets P^ such
that for all r, X-x^ = P_/Q_ and P C  P^ ,C...Cp, Each P^ is an_ r' r r r-i rr
non-empty open (see part (l) above) subset of P and, therefore,
contains a neighborhood which itself contains at least one of the
points X • Let n _ be the least integer such that x £  P .n r+i ^r+1 ^
Since P C p ,  x is à cut point and thus X-x = P ./Q _ ,r Br+i ?+!
where again P ^ ^ ^ C P ^ C .. .CP. It follows that X E  P but
X P , and thus all of the integers n are distinct. This
r+1 ^
completes the definition.
We now have a decreasing sequence of compact seta
P,Pj^,P2» • • • »Py» • • • such that P^^^CP^ for all r and the common part
of all of them, Po@ , is non-empty (see 1.21), How
C P 3
8+1
and P®o is also the common part of all sets P^. Let z be a point 
of P00 . Since z 6 P, it is a cut point. Therefore, X-z = H^/Eg 
and every P^ contains either or Eg (see part ('3) above). Let 
be the part contained in P^ for all m. Eence, E^C Pac * By 
part (1) E^ is open and again contains a neighborhood which itself 
contains some point x^ of the set x^,x^,...,x^,.... Letting n^^^
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be the first of the suffixes ••• that exceeds k we have
x^G Pg. But this implies that is not the least integer such
that X £ P  which is contrary to our earlier definition in the 
*8+1 ®
previous paragraph. Thus, the assumption that P contained no non­
cut points led to a contradiction and we have at least one non-cut 
point in P. Similarly, Q contains at least one non-cut point. We 
have, therefore, proved that X has exactly two non-cut points. De­
note them by a and b.
(5) Suppose X is a cut point. Then X-x has two components,
each containing one of the non-cut points. Let X-x = P/Q. We have
seen above that a and b belong to P and Q respectively. We shall 
prove that P and Q are components of X-x. Clearly, P / 0, Q. 0 
and P and Q are both contained in X-x. If there is a connected 
set P such that P C p C X - x  then either P C Q  or pCP. Suppose pCQ. 
Then P C p C Q  which is impossible since p O Q  = 0, Thus, p C P  and 
we have P = P. Similarly, the assumption that a connected set G 
contains Q and is contained in X-x implies Q = G. We must yet show 
that P and Q are connected sets. Suppose P = H^/Hg and without
loss of generality let a€H^. Then a^Hg and since b£Q, b ̂  Eg.
We will show that X-x has the separation Eg/(X-x)-Hg. Clearly,
Eg / 0 and (X-x)n<SHg / 0, Also, the reader can easily verify 
that Eg U  [(X-x)n CEg] = X-x and EgO[(X-x)n(2Eg] = 0. Purthermore, 
I g D  [(X-x)OCEg] = Sgn[(E^U QUEg)nGBg]
= E g H p H ^ n  CEg)U (QOaHg)]
= [ Eg n (Ĥ n cEg )] u [ig n Q ocEg]
C  [fno] (since EgCP)
= 0t
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and by similar reasoning HgD Q(X-x)n CHgJ = JZf. Thus
X—X “ Hg/CX—x)— » 
but this is impossible since Hg contains neither a nor b, contrary 
to part (4)« Therefore, the assumption that P is disconnected is 
false. Similarly, Q is connected.
Before continuing the proof of theorem 3*4* we shall set up
an order in X, A relation -< will be termed a total ordering if it
holds between certain elements of a set E such that the following 
conditions are satisfied.
(i) for no x is x-<x;
(ii) if X / y then either x-<y or y-<x;
(iii) if x < y  and y-<z then x-<z.
It is clear from (i) and (iii) that we cannot have both x-<y and
y-<x.
Consider any point x of X. Define to be the component
of X-x containing a if x / a. If x = a let = 0. Define
similarly with b replacing a throughout, Ho shall contain b
and no R^ contains a. Therefore, for any point x, X = L^UxüR^,
(6) x 6L_ if and only if L _ C l but L. / I , First suppose \ /  y----------- li----- X y----- X— —̂ y
xÊLy, i.e., X is in the component of X-y containing a. Since
X^Lx we have but since is a component of X-x also
containing a we have / 0. The point y cannot be a since
Ly / ^ and « JZf, It is always true that b ̂  and = 0,
hence if y = b we have L CX-b = L , = L ,  i.e., L C L .  SupposeX D y' ' X y ^
y / b. Thus, since X-x = L /R and x 6 L , we see by part (5) thatX X  y
either L C L  or R„CL , but b belongs to R and not to L , hence X y X y* X y*
again we must have L G  L .X y
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To prove the converse suppose L ^ C I h u t  / L^. Again the 
point y cannot he a for if it were then L̂ . would he empty and since 
L^CLy, we would also have Thus, = Ly contrary to our
hypothesis. If z = a, x Ely hy definition. Suppose x / a. Since
X-x = L^/E^, it follows from part (l) that
Ly = LyUy,
i.e., L^C/xCLyUy. But x / y (since / Ly) , hence x£Ly.
Similarly, x if and only if R^CEy hut E^ / Ey.
For all points of X we shall define the relation x-<y to 
mean ”x ê L  ." Thus, if x / a, a-<x and if x / h, x-^h and for no 
X  does x K a  or h-^x. The symbol x-<y may he read "x precedes y", 
and we shall use such expressions as "first point", "between" and 
"successor" accordingly.
(7) The relation is a total ordering. Condition (i) is 
obviously satisfied since x^L^ hy definition. To verify that con­
dition (ii) is satisfied suppose x / y. We must show that either 
x-<y or y -Kx. Suppose x-^y, i.e., x^Ly, hence
x£X-Ly = EyUy*
Since x ^ y we have x€Ey and hy virtue of part (6), this is equi­
valent to E^CEy. Thus,
LyUy = GEyCCE^ =
i.e., L UyCl* (Jx, and therefore, L C L  Ux, But x ^ L  , hence y X y X y
LyCL^. Again hy part (6) this means y£L^, i.e., y-<x. Similarly, 
the assumption that y-^x would lead us to conclude that x-^y. 
Verification of condition (iii) follows immediately from part (6) 
since if x-<y and y-<z we have L^CLyCL^, i.e., L^CL^ which 
implies that x-(z.
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The set shall denote the set of all points x which
precede a fixed point p. Clearly, then [x-^p] = and hy part (l) 
[x-«(p] is an open set. The set |p-<x] is the set of all points x 
which p precedes. [p-<xj is the complement of (x-^p] in X-p, i.e.,
= Rp and, therefore, it is also open. Thus, the intersection 
pp-^X'^q^ of two such sets for points p and q is an open set. We 
will denote it by *^p,q^ •
(8) If p-<q the set is not empty. Suppose -̂ p,q)>-
is empty. We will show that this assumption leads to the con­
tradiction that X has the partition L^Up/R^Uq* Clearly,
X = L (Jp U R  Uq, L U p  / jZf and R U q  / L U P and R U q  have 
no point in common since p-<q implies p / q, P^Rg^ and q^L^.
Thus, if the sets had a common point it would have to belong to 
both Lp and which contradicts condition (iii). Row |p-^x] = R^ 
which is open. But GR^ = L^UPi hence L^U p is closed. Similarly, 
[x-^q] is the open set and since = R^^Uq, we have RgU Q.
closed. It readily follows that
(LpUP)O(R^Uq) =
and
(LpUP)n(RqUq) = 0.
We now have our partition, hence -^p,q^ / 0.
Since compact sets are separable (l.2l) and X is compact, 
there is an enumerable dense set C = (y-ĵ jyg » • • • ) in X. We want C 
to contain neither a nor b. To show this is possible, let p be an 
arbitrary point of X different from both a and b. Since X is open 
there is an G>0 such that N(p,€)CTx. If N(p,6) contains neither 
a nor b then since C is dense in X there is a point y of C » y / e
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/ b and N(p,C). Suppose U(p,€) contains a and not b
(if F(p ,G) contained b and not a an entirely similar discussion
would follow). Thus, p(p,a) = ^ where ^>0 and a^K(p,^) and
^ ^ N ( p ,^). There is, therefore, a point y^ of C such that y^£N(p,^
/ a and y^ / b.
Suppose H(p,£) contains both a and b, thus ^(p,a) = X and
^(p,b) =yw. where ^>0 andyo>0. Let S = . Therefore, H(p,5)
contains a point y of C where y / a and y / b.m m m
Suppose p = a. (A similar discussion would follow if p = b).
Since X is open, there is an 6 >0 such that U(a,€)Cx. Suppose
b^N(a,Ê). N(a,6) / a since N(a,£) is open and the single point a
is closed. That is, if N(a,Ê) = a, N(a,£) would be both open and 
closed, hence X-N(a,£) would be both open and closed. Thus, X 
would be the union of two non-empty disjoint open sets N(a,G) and
X-N(a,£). Therefore, X = N(a,e)/X-N(a,G) by 1.22 which is
impossible since X is connected. Hence, there is a point d of N(a,£) 
and d / a, i.e., yo(d,a) = where X>0. Let Y = ,o^,€-^,. How 
N(d,YOCTN(a,C), a^H(d,y3 and there is a point y^ of C such that 
yn^NCdjT), i.e., y^€ N(a,£) and y^ / a and y^ f b. If bGH(a,G) 
then N(a,Ê) contains a and b but N(a,€) / aUb, for if N(a,6) = a U  b 
we would, by the same reasoning as above, again have the connected 
set X = N(a,£)/X-N(a,G) which is impossible. Therefore, there is a
point c£lf(a,£), c / a, o / b, ̂ (a,c) » 0  where 0>O, and yo(b,c) = ̂
where ^>0, Let f  = ,e,jg,€-0j. Now N ( c  ,cr)CTN(a,£) , a^N(c,cr) and 
b^N(c,cr). Thus, there is a point y^ of C such that y^£F(c,<r), 
ŷ , a and y^ / b. Thus, every neighborhood of an arbitrary point 
p contains a point of C different from a and b, i.e., C-(aUb) is
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dense in X. Eut C-(aUb) is a subset of the enumerable set G, 
hence C-(aUb) is also enumerable (see 1.18). Let = C-(aUb) 
and let the points of be '«
If p-<sq» the non-empty open set -(p,q/*“ contains at least 
one point of E^, thus, in particular, there is a point of E^ between 
any two points of E^ itself.
Let , be any enumeration of the rational points of
the open interval (0,1). We now construct two sequences
^1*^2**** points of E^
/^l*/^2***' rational points of (0,l),
as follows. Let y^ = x^, and Suppose that y^,y2,''*,y^_2
andyôj^,^2» • • • have been defined. If n is even let y^ be the
point 0̂  of lowest k not already in the set y^,y2,...,y^ and 
l e t b e  the of lowest k having the same relations to
relative to <, as y^ has to 
lative to That is, if y^ is such that
• • •— • •g  U
the is such that
If n is odd we reverse the roles of x*s and o(»s, y's and yô*s:
^  will be the rational number o<̂  of lowest k not among the set 
Pl*P2* " * *Pn-l* ^n point x^ of lowest k with the appropriate
—^-relations. That is, i f i s  such that
-••<Pe<fSn<pî<'-'
then y^ is such that
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We are assured of such a point existing since ^Q^yf implies
We shall now define a mapping f. It is clear that every 
point X. appears once and only once as a y. and every rational 
number once and only once as a ^ . Define f(y^) to he j3̂.
Since is an enumerable set and the rational numbers of (0,1) 
are also enumerable we see that f is a one-to-one mapping of E^ 
onto the rationale of (O,l)* In addition to this, we have so 
defined y^ a n d s o  that f is an order preserving mapping, i.e.,
if yp-<ys f(yp)-<(f(yg)*
Let us now define a subset of E to be a section if
O  ' ' '
(o^) has no last point,
(og) and if x.€/\ all predecessors of x in E^ also belong
to A *
(clearly, A. may be either the empty set or the whole of E^). The 
analyogy with sections of rational numbers in (0,l) is obvious.
(9) Let A. be a section of E^ and K the set of all points 
of X not followed by any point of A * Then K has a first point.
K cannot be empty since it contains b. If K = X our required 
first point is a. Therefore, suppose E / X. Consider the set X-K 
and let x be one of its points. If x / a there is a point y of 
A  following X, and -<a,y)s- is an open set containing x and con­
tained in X-K. Thus, there is a G > 0  such that W(x,G)CT-«(a,y>-CIX-K, 
i.e., X-K is open. Similarly, if x = a we may again use the point 
y of A  and we have xfiL^CX-K. L^ is open, hence there is a 
â >0 such that N(x, 5)C L^CX-K. Thus, in either case X-K is an 
open set. Suppose K has no first point. We shall show that this
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assumption leads to the contradiction that the connected set X has 
the partition K/X-K. Clearly, K / X-K / 0 and kPI(X-K) = jZ5. 
Since K has no first point, K is open for if x E K there is a point 
y of K such that y—<x and y follows all points of How-=^y,h^
is an open set contained in K and containing x, hence there is an 
6^ ̂  0 such that
N(x ,€ĵ) C  K,
Therefore, K is open and X is the union of two non-empty disjoint 
open sets K and X-K, hence X = K/X-K (see 1.22),
We have now shown that for every section of there 
corresponds a unique point of X, namely the first point of K, which 
we will call the point determined by the section. It follows 
immediately that points determined by different sections are 
different, for if xS/\.^ but x then x precedes the point
determined by but does not precede the point determined by
^ 2. It is also true that every point x of X is determined by a 
section and different points are determined by different sections. 
To verify this let be the subset of consisting of all points 
of E^ which precede x. Again let K be the set of points of X not 
followed by any point of A. Clearly, x 6 K but we must show that 
X is the first point of K. Suppose y-<x and y£K. There is a 
point z of E^ such that z , i.e., y-^z -^x. Hence, z 6 A.
and y-< z which contradicts the assumption that y € K. Thus, x is 
the first point of K and is determined by A »  Suppose x and y are 
different points of X and are determined by sections and
respectively. Without loss of generality assume y-^x. Again 
there is a point z of E^ such that z £-<y,x)-, i.e., y-<z-^x.
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Now y<(z, hence hut z-<x implies zê^jA^ and we have
^ A y *  It is now clear that we have set up a one-to-one
correspondence between the sections of and the points of X,
This result enables us to extend the mapping f of onto
the rationals of (0,l), to be a mapping of X onto all points of
(0,1). Suppose X is any point of X and A ^  is the section determining
it. Since f is order preserving it clearly maps A ^  onto a section
of the rationale of (0,l). Define f(x) to be the real number
determined by this section. Letting f(a) = 0 and f(b) = 1 it
follows that f is a one-to-one mapping of X onto [0,lj and if
y € E^ the new definition of f(y) agrees with the old.
(10) The mapping f, so extended, is order preserving, i.e.,
if x-^y then f(x)<f(y). Suppose x and y are points of X and x-<(y.
If both X  and y belong to E^ it follows from the original definition
of f that f(x)<f(y). Suppose x € E^ but y^E^. Since x-^y, x ̂  A y
and it is always true that y ^ A y *  Now f (x) 6 f (Ay) and there is
a point z of E^ such that z £ -̂ x,y)>- , i.e., x-<z-^y and z G Ay,
hence f(x)<^f(z) and f(z)Cf(Ay). By definition f(y) is the first
real number of (0,1) not followed by any number in f(Ay)* Clearly
then f(y)*^f(x) and we must have either f(x) = f(y) or f(x)<^f(y).
If f(x) = f(y) it follows from f (x) G f (Ay) that f (y) G f (Ay) which
is impossible since y ^ A  • Therefore, f(x)<^f(y). Suppose y 6 Er y o
but x^E^. Since x-<y, y ̂  A ^ *  Let z be any point of A ^ ,  I.e., 
z 6 E^ and z-<x-«(y, hence f (z) G f (A^) and f(z)<f(y). Thus, f (y) 
is greater than every number in f(A^). If f (y)<( l(x), y € E^ 
implies that f (y) E f ( A  ), but this is impossible since y^A^ •
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Therefore, f(x) % f(y)\ There is a point w of such that
w 6 ,  i.e., x-<w-^y. Fow the only restrictions we have on y 
is that y6X, x-<y and yÊE^. In view of the fact that w also 
satisfies these restrictions, we have f(x) 6 f(w). However, 
f(w)<f(y) since "both w and y belong to E^. Hence f (x)<[f (y). 
Suppose neither x nor y belongs to E^. Again there is a point z of
E^ and x-^z-c^y, i.e., z G j ^  hut z In a manner entirely
similar to the previous case we have f(x)-Cf(z). Also, f(y)<^f(z) 
for if it were, f(z) would not belong to f(y\^) which contradicts 
the fact that z C E^ and Therefore, f (z) â f (y), i.e.,
f(x)<f(y).
(11) f is a topological mapping of X onto [O,]]. We have
seen that f is a one-to-one mapping of X onto [0,l] . To prove f is
continuous on X we will show that if G is any open set in [0,l] 
then f”^(G) is an open set in X (paragraph 1.27). Since [0,lj is 
locally connected, components of G are open sets. Now G is equal 
to the union of its components, hence f”^(G) is equal to the union 
of the inverse images of the components of G. Thus, if the com­
ponents of G map onto open sets in X it will follow that f”^(G)
is the union of open sets hence is itself an open set (paragraph
1.6). To begin, it is clear that since components are connected 
sets, the components of G must be open intervals (open in []0,lj). 
The typical open intervals in [O,l] are
(r,S), (/,l], and [o,r).
Let D = (y,S). Since f is one-to-one, there are points t 
and u of X such that f(t) = Y and f(u) = S. Clearly, f(t)4lf(u)
and since f is order preserving t-«(u. Recall that -<(t,u>- is by
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definition the open set L HR', in X (part 7). We will show that
= L^n R^
thus proving f”^(D) is open in X. Suppose p is any point of f’’̂ (D) 
There is a point q of D such that f(p) = q. Thus
f(t) = Y^<q<C & = f(u),
j. • 0 • f
f((t)<f(p)<f(u) 
which implies that t-<p-^u, hence p£L^OR^. Suppose a point r
belongs to L 0 R+, i.e., t-<r-<(u, and hence
Y=  f(t) < f  (r)<f(u) = 5 
Letting f(r) = s we have i.e., s £D which implies
f”^('^s)£f ^(d ). But f ^(s) = f f̂(r)' = r , hence r £ f""̂ (D) and we 
have f"^(D) = L^H R^.
Let E = (ï'flj. Again f(t) = Y where t£X. We will show 
f”^(E) equals the open set R^ in X. Suppose m is any point of 
f”^(E). There is a point c of E such that f(m) = c« Therefore,
f(t) = Y<c = f(m),
i.e.,
fCt)<f(m>
which implies t-<(m hence m£R^. Let n he any point of R^, i.e., 
t-<n. Therefore,
Y' = f (t) < f  (n) 
hence f(n)£E and it follows that n £ f ”^(E)*
Letting F = [0,Y) it can he shown in a manner entirely 
similar to the previous case that f"^(?) is equal to the open set 
L^ in X. Thus, in very instance the inverse image of a component 
of G is an open set hence G is open and f is continuous on X.
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Letting g be the mapping and since X is compact, we have in g 
a continuous one-to-one mapping of [O,l] onto X (paragraph 1.28). 
Therefore, f is a topological mapping of X onto [O,l]. This re­
sult enables us to state that X is a simple arc (paragraph 3•3) and 
the theorem is proved. Q.E.D.
Corollary, a and b are the end points.
Theorem 5.5 Every continuum has at least two points that 
are non-cut points. (Proved in part 4 of 3-4)
For a similar discussion of theorems 3.2 and 3.4» the reader 
may refer to Newman's Elements of the Topology of Plane Sets of 
Points.
Definition 3*6 A set of points E is said to be irreducible 
with respect to a given property P provided the set E has property 
P but no non-empty closed proper subset of E has property P.
Definition 3*7 A property P is said to be indueible pro­
vided that when each set of a monotone decreasing sequence A^yAg,*.. 
of compact sets has property P then so also does their intersection 
A = au example, the property of being non-empty is in­
ducible for the intersection of a monotone decreasing sequence of 
non-empty compact sets is itself non-empty (l.2l).
Theorem 3.8 (Brouwer Reduction Theorem) If property P is 
inducible and K is a non-empty compact space having property P , 
then there is a non-empty compact subset Q of K such that Q is 
irreducible with respect to property P .
Proof. (We shall assume throughout that K itself is not 
irreducible with respect to property P.) Let *^2' ' te an 
enumerable base for K (1.21), Let n^ be the least integer such
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that K contains a non-empty compact set K^, / K, has property
P and K,n R = To assure us that such a set exists, recall that
“l
K is not irreducible with respect to property P. This implies there 
exists a set such that / jZf, K^CZ K, / E and is compact 
and has property P. Thus, there is a point a^ of K-E^, i.e., 
a^EGK^. Since is closed, is open. Therefore, CK̂  is the
union of some of the sets E^, m = 1,2,,,,, and a^ belongs to at
least one of these, say Now a^£ E^CCK^, i.e., K^O R^ = pf. We
therefore have at least one set of our base which is disjoint from 
and we let n^ be the least integer such that K^He^ = 0» Let 
Ug be the least integer greater than n^ such that contains a 
non-empty compact set Eg, Eg 0 E^, Eg has property P and Eg^R^^ =0»
We assume there does exist a set Eg such that Eg / 0, EgCZ E^,
Eg 0 E^ and Eg is compact and has property P, for if not, then 
E^ has property P irreducibly and the theorem is proved. In addi­
tion, there is a point Sg of E^-Eg, i.e., ag belongs to the open
set CEg. And, since GEg is the union of some of the sets R^,
m = 1,2,..., there is at least one set R^ contained in CEg such 
that ag G R^, i.e., agSR^CSKg hence EgHR^ = 0» Also, t>n^.
To show this, notice that since SgGK^ and ag G E^ we have 
EiO Rt 0 0* If t = n^ this implies E^H R^ 0 0 which is impossible 
since Eg^A R^ = 0* Thus, t / n̂ .̂ Nor can t be less than n̂  ̂for 
recall that Eg / 0, Eg is compact, Eg has property P and EgOR^ = 0t
and since EgC Eĝ  we have E g CK and Eg 0 E. That is, Eg is a set
satisfying all of the appropriate properties that Eĝ satisfied, and 
if t <C nĝ we see that Uĝ  was not the least integer such that some 
set satisfied these properties. Thus again we have a contradiction,
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hence We, therefore, conclude that there is at least one
integer (namely t) greater than n^ such that KgOR^ = 0. Hence 
there is certainly a least integer n^ greater than n^ such that
In general let he the least integer greater than
such that contains a non-empty compact set K^, / ^i-1* ^i
has property P and K . O e = 0. And, we assume there does exist a
^i
set such that / 0, K^CT 0 and is compact and
has property P, for if not, then  ̂has property P irreducibly 
and the theorem is proved. Now by the same reasoning as before 
there is a point a^ of  ̂—  K^, i.e., a^ belongs to the open set
(?K̂  which in turn is the union of some of the sets R^, m = 1,2,.... 
Thus, thete is at least one set R^ such that a^GR^CSK^, hence 
K^OR^ = 0» Also, u>n^_^, for if not then there are three 
possibilities to consider.
th
(i) Suppose u = Uj where j S i-1. Following our general
procedure K. K . and a . 6 K . . A  E, . hence K. nAR„ 0 0. But wi i-i j 1 i-i u i-i u
u * n. we have 3
Ki.iOH^CK^nE^ - KjllE^^.
i.e., K . O r 0 0 which is impossible since we know that K . O R  =0. j n^ J n.
Cii) Suppose n. ^ < u < n .  where j g i-1. Recall that K. 0 0,j -4- j 1
is compact, has property P and K ^ A r^ = 0. Since
K . G k . t G k .CIk . , we also have K.dK. , and K. 0 K. ,. That is,1 1-1 j j-1 1 j-1 1 ' j-1
K^, in conjunction with u satisfies all of the appropriate properties 
satisfied by K^, in conjunction with n ̂, and since nj_^ < u < n ^  we 
see that n^ is not the least integer greater than n^ ^ such that 
some set has these properties. Thus again we have a contradiction.
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(iii) Suppose u<n^. By the same reasoning as in (ii), 
in conjunction with u satisfies all of the appropriate properties 
satisfied by in conjunction with n^, and since u<n^, n^ is not
the least integer such that some set satisfies these properties. 
Therefore, u<j(n^.
Thus in each case we have a contradiction, hence u^n^,  ̂
and we conclude that there is at least one integer (namely u) greater 
than n^  ̂ such that * 0. Hence there certainly is a least
integer n^ such that K ^ O = 0 .
We now have a sequence of sets such that for all i;
0 0, • CTe , E^ 0 ^i-l* ^i compact, has property P
and E.0R_ = 0 .  Let Q = . O e , . Each E. is compact, hence closed,1 i 1
Thus Q is a closed subset of the compact space E, hence Q is compact. 
The sequence is a decreasing sequence of compact sets. There­
fore, their common part Q is non-empty (l.2l). Since P is inducible 
and each set E^ has property P so also does their intersection Q*
Now if Q does not contain a non-empty closed proper subset which 
also has property P, then Q is irreducible relative to property P 
and hence is our required set. To show this is the case suppose 
there is a subset S of Q such that S 0 0, S 0 Q, S is closed and 
has property P. There is a point p of Q-S, i.e., p£GS which is 
open, hence is the union of some of the sets R^, m = 1,2,,,,» In 
particular, there is a set R^ of the basis such that p C R ^ C G S ,  thus 
Q O R ^  0 0 and S H R ^  = 0. There are four possibilities for v,
(o^) If v > n ^  for all i then there clearly is a least in­
teger for all i. Thus S satisfies all of the appropriate
properties required in order to belong to the sequence •
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Therefore, q C S and since s C Q  we have S = Q which is contrary to 
our assumption that 8 / Q,.
(op) If V = n. where j ^ i then sO r = 0 and Q H r / 0.
^  ^ ^ ^ j jBut q C k . and K . D R  = 0 »  hence Q M R  = 0. This is impossible,J j n. n. ^V J
hence v 0 n^ where j S i.
(o,) Suppose n . _ ^< v <n .  where j S i. Recall that 8 0 0,
8 is compact, 8 has property P and s O R ^  = 0- Since s CQ, we have
SCK. , and 8 0 K. Thus, 8, in conjunction with v satisfies allJ-J. j-i.
of the properties that K. satisfies, in conjunction with n ., andJ tJ
since n^_ ^ <v < n^  we see that n^ is not the least integer greater 
than nj such that some set has these properties. This, of course, 
contradicts the way n^ was set up.
(o^) Suppose v < n ^ . By the same reasoning as in (o^) , 8, 
in conjunction with v satisfies all of the appropriate properties 
satisfied hy K^, in conjunction with n^. But v < n^, hence n^ is 
not the least integer such that some set has these properties.
In each case we have arrived at a contradiction, hence no 
such set 8 exists and Q is irreducible with respect to property P. 
Therefore, Q is our required set, Q.E.D,
The name arcwise connected is given to a set H provided 
every two points of H can be joined by a simple arc lying entirely 
in H, Leaning heavily on the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz Theorem (2,4) we 
are now able to prove the Arcwise Connectedness Theorem.
Theorem 3»9 (Arcwise Connectedness) Every two points a and 
b of a compact, connected, locally connected space 8 can be joined 
in S by a simple arc.
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Proof. Let I = (O,1^. In view of theorem 2*4 there la a
continuous mapping f of I onto S such that f(0) = a and f(l) = b.
We shall say that a closed subset P of I has property P provided
aUbCf(P) and if (xy) is any maximal segment of I-F, then
f(x) = f(y). Clearly, I has property P.
We will show that property P is inducible. Let
be a monotone decreasing sequence of sets in I, i.e., P^^^CP^ for
all n, such that each P^ is compact and has property P. Let
P » j/^P^ and let (xy) be a maximal open segment in I-F. Now
a U b C f ( P  ) for all n, hence a U b C / ^ f ( p  ), But n' n=l n'
. f(p),
for since a£ f If(P ) there is a point x of P such that f(x ) = a n=l n' n n ' n'
for all n. Thus we have a sequence of points ^x^^ in the compact
set I. Hence there is a subsequence ^ of such that
Xĵ — where z^G I. Since ^P^^ is a monotone decreasing sequence
of sets, if m è n we have x, £ P, C  P CZf and since x, — ,
z^£ F^ (1.9). But each P^ is closed, hence z^£ P^. By letting m
be ^ n for each n we have z £ P  for all n, i.e., z £ i)p = P.o n  o n = l  n
Now since f is continuous and x^^-h ẑ ,̂ f (x^ )-»f (z^). But f (x^) = a
u n
for all n, thus the sequence rf(x^)j converges to a. And since
^x^ ̂  is a subsequence of ^x^j, ^(x^ is a subsequence of ^(x^]^
hence f(x. )—»a (1.8). Therefore, f(z ) = a (1.7) and since z £ P, 
n ° ^
f(z^) £f(p) , i.e., a € f(P). Similarly, since b€^^[f(P^)', b £f(p)
and thus a U  b C f  ( P ) .  Now <gp = G jf^ P  = l^ g P  , i . e . , I - P  = 0 ,  C r-P  ),7X*^X XI II— X  XX u — X  XI
Therefore, for any point d of (xy) there is a k such that d£ I-Fĵ .
Pĵ  is closed, hence I-P̂  ̂ is open and there is an €>0 such that
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N(d,6)CZl-F^« let "be the first point of going from d to x 
and let he the first point of going from d to y. Thus (x^y^) 
is a maximal segment of I-P^, Xĵ  S d-€, y^ > d + 6 and since F^ has
property P, f (x^) = f (ŷ .̂). Similarly, if x^^^ and yĵ ^̂  are the
first points of going from d to x and y respectively,
is a maximal segment of f (x^^^) = and
s ’'k+1 s =̂ k<yk ® k̂+i * y-
Continuing this process we obtain (x^^^y^^^) as a maximal segment of
i - V j ,  ^(*k+j) - ''(^k+j)'
X ^ s ... g ^ * = ^k+j -
Clearly, x is a lower bound for the sequence and y is an
upper bound for the sequence j^y^^. We shall show that these
sequences converge to x and y respectively. Suppose not, i.e., 
suppose converges to a point q of q >x. Since q € (xy),
q 6 I-F = O, CI-F ), thus there is an h such that q € I-F. . I-F.n*l n* h a
is open, hence there is a > 0 such that H(q,Aj^)C Let A 1®
less than the minimum of and y^-q. Thus N(q,)^)C%I-F^. Since 
the sequence *k*^k+l***’ to q, there is an m such that if
s è m then q < Xg< q -+ }\, Let r equal the maximum of h and m, i.e., 
r è h and r & m. Therefore, q Û x^<q + A and (x^,y^) is a maximal 
segment of I-F^. In addition to this since r è h we have ̂ <y^-q, 
thus F(q,A)Cl-F^. Now (x^y^) is a non-empty interval, hence is a 
non-empty connected set. Therefore, there is only one component of 
(x^^), namely (x^y^) itself (1.24). It is easily verified that
(q-A,y^) = (q-A,q + A)U(x^,y^),
and since q ^ x^, this implies that (x^,y^) is a proper subset of 
(<1-Afy_)* But recall N(q,A)CZl-F_ hence (q->\,y )C I-F and since
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(<l“A*yj.) 4® interval, it is a connected set. This is impossible, 
for is a component of hence cannot be the proper sub­
set of a connected set of I-F^. Thus we have a contradiction, i.e., 
C*k+jl not converge to a point q>x. Therefore, >x.
Similarly y^^j—»y and since f is continuous we have f(x^^.)—»f(x) 
and But f(x^^j) = all k + j, hence
f(x) - f(y) (1.7) and property P is inducible.
Now I is a non-empty compact set having property P, thus by 
the Brouwer Reduction Theorem (5*0) there is a non-empty compact 
subset A of I which is irreducible with respect to property P. Let 
f(A) = T. We shall show that T is our required simple arc in S 
joining a and b,
T is compact (l,27). T is also connected, for if not then 
T has a separation B^/Eg. Since T is closed E^C T = T and
= Ë ^ O t - E^n(E^UEg)
* (Ë^n E^)U (Ë^n Eg)
-
i.e., E^ is closed. Similarly, E^ is closed and by the continuity 
of f, both A A  f"^(E^) and A A  f"^(Eg) are closed sets. They are 
also disjoint since
f"^(E^)nf"^(Eg) = f'^CE^nEg) = f""^(0) = 0.
Purthermore, A = (A A f"^(E^) ) (J (AHf""^(E^) ) for if c is a point of 
A then f (c) 6 T = E^UEg. Without loss of generality let f (c) G E^. 
Therefore, c€f"^(E^), i.e., c £ (A O f “  ̂(Ê )̂ ) U  (A Hf"^ (E2) ), and 
clearly, if d is a point of (AH f”^(E^) ) U  (A O f ”  ̂(Eg) ) i then d £ A, 
hence we have the equality. Thus, there is a maximal segment (xy) 
in I-A such that x £ f"^(E^) and y € f ”^(Eg). But this implies that
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f(x)6 and f(y)6 Eg which is impossible since Eg = 0 but A
has property P, i.e., in particular, f(x) = f(y).
Let p£T-(aUb) and P» = ADf"^(p). P ' / ^ since p6f(A) 
implies there is a point t of A such that f(t) = p, i.e., t € f ”^(p), 
thus t 6 A Df^^Cp). Similarly, A D  f""̂ (a) and A n f “^(b) are non­
empty sets. Let a^ be the first point of [O,l] in A. If a^ = 0 
then f(a^) = f(0) = a. If a^l>0 then |o,a^) is a maximal segment 
of I-A and again f(a^) = f(O) = a. Thus in either case f(a^) = a, 
i.e., a^Gf  ̂(a) hence a^ G A A  f ^(a). Similarly, if b^ is the last 
point of [p,lj in A we have f(b^) = b and b^ ̂  f"^(b) hence 
b ^ £ A A f ”^(b). It is readily seen that AC2[a^,b^ and a ^ ^ P ’ and
Let p^ be the first point of P* in and let Pg be the
last point of P' in |â ,b̂ '] . If p^ = Pg then P* = p^ = Pg. If
?1 / Pg then p^<pg. Suppose there is a point p^ of A such that 
Pl<P5<p2« I'Gt
L = An([a^,Pjl U  Cp2»^o3)»
D is a proper subset of A since p^G A but p^^D, and 
(a^Ub^)CP thus (aUb)CTf(D). Let (xy) be a maximal segment of 
I-D. If (xy) is [b,a^) then f(0) = a -f(a^), i.e., f(x) = f(y). 
Similarly, if (xy) is (b^,^ , f(bg) = b = f(l) and f(x) = f(y). If 
(xy) is (p^,Pg) then since p^ and Pg belong to P', p^ = f“^(p) and
Pg = f“^(p), i.e., f(p^) = p = f(Pg) and again f(x) = f(y). Suppose
a^ S x < y  = P]̂  and let w be an arbitrary point of (x,y). Then 
w€l-D and w ££a^,pj(j[pg,b^. But w^D, hence w ̂ A, i.e., w 6 I-A. 
Thus (x,y)CI-A and since (xy) is a maximal segment of I-D, x and 
y belong to D which implies that x and y belong to A. Therefore,
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(xy) is a maximal segment of I-A and f(x) = f(y). Similarly, if 
pg » x < y  ^ f(x) = f(y). Now in every case f(x) = f(y), hence
D has property P. This is impossible since D is a proper subset of 
A and A has property P irreducibly. Thus, the assumption that there
is a point p^ of A such that p^<. P2 false and we see that
P» = pg where p^ may equal Pg,
Let A^ - AP|[a^,p^) and Ag = AHCpgjb^^, Now
P' = (An[a^,P]^])U Pg
and
AgUpt = (An[p2,bJ)UPi.
Let Tĵ  = f (A^) and Tg = f (Ag) . We shall show that T-p = T^/Tg
thus showing that any arbitrary point p of T-(aUb) is a cut point
of T. First it is easily verified that
[(^n[%,Pi])UP2]U[(An[pg,b^)UP]] = A, 
i.e., A = A^U A g U P ' . Therefore, T = f(A) = f (Â )̂ U  f (Ag) U  f (P ' ) = 
T^U TgU p. Now, p^  T^ for if it did then p Gf (A^) hence there is a 
point s of A^ such that f(s) = p. Now p^ and pg do not belong to 
A^ hence s / p̂  ̂and s / Pg. Therefore, sjép’, i.e.,
seep» - c(Anf“^(p)) = GAnef"^(p).
Hence s £(§Am But since s €A^, s £A and we have a contradiction.
Thus, p ^T^. Similarly, P JÉTg and since T = T^^UTgUp we have
T-p = T^U Tg.
Clearly T^ / 0 and Tg / 0. To show that Tj^HTg = 0 suppose
qG  T̂ /1 Tg. Thus, q 6 f(A^) and q 6 f(Ag), and there are points q^
of Aĵ and qg of Ag such that f (q^) = q = f (qg) where q^ / p^ and 
^2 / P2 since p^^ A^ and Pgÿ  Ag. Let E = A H( (a^.q^lUOlgt^o^) •
Now the identical reasoning by which we showed that D was a proper
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subset of A and had property P, may he used to conclude that E also 
is a proper subset of A and has property P. Again this is impossible, 
hence the assumption that ^ is false, i.e., Tj^HT2 = 0.
Clearly, A^U P' is closed, hence f(A^U P ') is closed (1,27), But
f(A^UP') « f(A^)Uf(P») = T^UP, 
thus T^(J p is closed. Since T ^ C T ^ U p  we have
T^CT^^Up = T^Up, 
but p ^  Tg hence T^O Tg = 0- Similarly, T^^O Tg = 0 and we have shown 
that any point p of T-(aUb) is a cut point of T. In summary, 
a U b C T ,  T C S  and we have just shown that T is a continuum of 
which all but at most two points (namely a and b) are cut points. 
Thus by theorem 5,4 T is a simple arc, Q.E.D,
A similar presentation of the Brouwer Reduction and Arcwise 
Connectedness Theorems may be found in Whyburn's Analytic Topology, 
Since every Peano space satisfies the hypotheses of theorem 
3.9 we see that every Peano space is arcwise connected, and with 
the aid of 1.22, part (6), the reader may easily verify the 
following theorem.
Theorem 3.10 Every arcwise connected space is connected.
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CHAPTER IV 
SIMPLE CLOSED CURVES AND PROPERTY S
The orientation and presentation of the definitions and 
theorems of this chapter are similar to those found in Hall and 
Spencer*8 Elementary Topology.
Definition 4*1 The unit circle is the suhspace of R^ con-
p pslating of all points (x,y) that satisfy the equation x + y =1* 
(Throughout this chapter we shall let J denote the unit circle.)
We have seen that J is a Peano space (1.26). In addition, 
it is easily verified that every point of J is a non-cut point and 
if a and h are any two points of J then J-(aUb) is not connected.
Definition 4*2 A space C is a simple closed curve if and 
only if there is a topological mapping f of the unit circle J onto 
C. Thus in view of paragraph 1.28 if C is a simple closed curve 
then open sets of C correspond to open sets of J and vice versa 
(open may he replaced by closed throughout).
We now see that just as the simple arc is related to the 
unit interval [̂0,l] in R^, so is the simple closed curve related 
to the unit circle in R^.
Definition 4.5 Suppose a and b are distinct points of S 
and P^ and are simple arcs in S, each having a and b as its end 
points. Then we say that P^ and P^ are independent arcs from a 
b if and only if P^APg = aUb.
Theorem 4*4 Suppose C is a non-degenerate space. Then C is
47
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a simple closed curve if and only if for every two distinct points 
a and b of C, the space C may "be expressed as the union of two in­
dependent arcs from a to ~b.
Proof, First suppose C is a simple closed curve and let a 
and b be distinct points of C. There is a topological mapping f of 
the unit circle J onto C. Let a ’ = f“^(a) and b ’ = f“^(b). There­
fore, a' and b ’ belong to J and since f is one-to-one, a ’ / b ’. 
Clearly, there exists two independent arcs and Eg in J joining 
a* and b*, i.e., J = E^WEg and E^OEg = a ' U b ’, Let f(E^) = F^ 
and f(Eg) = Fg. How
fCE^)nf(Eg) = f(E^nEg)
= f(a'Ub*)
= f(a»)Uf(b»)
= aU  b ,
i.e., F^OFg = a U b  and obviously F^U Fg = CT,
To show the converse let a and b be distinct points of C 
and suppose C is the union of two independent arcs F^ and Fg in C 
joining a and b, i.e., C = F^UFg and F^OFg = aUb. We must show 
that C is a simple closed curve. Let I = [0,i]. Since F^ and Fg 
are simple arcs there exist topological mappings f^ of F^ onto I 
and fg of Fg onto I such that f^(a) = 0, fg(a) = 0, f^(b) = 1 and 
fg(b) =1. Clearly, J can be expressed as the union of two in­
dependent arcs and Jg joining the points (-1,0) and (1,0), 
Therefore, there exist topological mappings g^ of I onto and gg 
of I onto Jg such that ĝ [̂ (l,0)]] = (l,0), gg{^(l,0)^ = (l,0), 
g^ [(0,0)] = (-1,0) and “ (-1,0)» We shall now define a
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mapping f of C onto J. If x€P^ let f(x) = g^ ̂ ^(x)] and if xEFg 
let f(x) » ^2 It readily follows that f is a topological
mapping of C onto J, hence C is a simple closed curve. Q.E.D.
Corollary. A space C is a simple closed curve if C contains 
two distinct points a and h and two independent arcs and from 
a to b such that C = F^U P ^ .
Theorem 4.5 A space C is a simple closed curve if and only 
if C is a compact connected space such that C-(aUh) is not connected.
Proof. Suppose C is a simple closed curve. Then there exists 
a topological mapping f of the unit circle J onto C, thus f(j) = C 
is compact and connected (1.2?). Suppose a and h are points of C.
We must show that C-(a(Jb) is not connected. Since f is a topo­
logical mapping there is a continuous, one-to-one mapping g of C 
onto J, hence there are points u and v of J such that g(a) = u and 
g(b) « V. Suppose C-(aUb) is connected. Therefore, g [c-(a Ub)] 
is connected, but notice
g (c-(aUb)] = g[c D  (2(aUb)jf 
= g(C)n g<S(aUb)
= j n C g ( a U b )
= Jr^C(g(a)Ug(b))
= j A G ( u U  v)
= J-(uUv),
i.e., g[C-(aU b)] = J-(uUv) but J-(uUv) is not connected (4.1). 
Thus, the assumption that C-(aUb) is connected is false, i.e., 
C-(aUb) is not connected.
To show the converse suppose C is a compact connected space 
such that for every pair of points a and b of C the set C-(aUb) is
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disconnected. First, we shall show that every point of C is a 
non-cut point of C, Suppose otherwise, i.e., suppose there is a 
point z of C such that C-z is disconnected. Thus C-z has some 
separation P/Q. Now P = P U  z, Q = Q U z  and P and Q are connected
sets (5«4)* Since they are closed subsets of the compact space C,
P and Q are also compact. Thus each set P and Q has at least two 
non-cut points (5*5)• Therefore, there exists points e and d such 
that e ^ Zf d ^ z ,  eÊP-z, d€Q-z and both of the sets P-e and Q-d
are connected. It follows that
C-(eUd) = (PUQ)nC(eUd)
= [pnCCeUd)] U  p n c C e U d )
= [pOCefKSdJU [Qn(?enCdJ 
-  [pnce]u [qngd]
= (p-e)U(Q-d).
But P-e and Q-d clearly have the point z in common, hence
(P-e)U(Q-d) = C-(eUd) 
is a connected set which is a contradiction since C-(eVJd) is dis­
connected. Thus every point of C is a non-cut point.
Recall that a and b are arbitrary points of C and that there 
exists a separation C-(aUb) = a /b . By a proof similar to that of 
theorem 5»4 it is easily seen that A = A U a Ub and B = B U a U b.
Now A and B are closed, AljB = C, a connected set, and a H b = a V b  
hence by paragraph 1.22 A or B is connected. Without loss of 
generality let A be the connected set. We shall show that B is 
also connected, for if not then there exists a separation B = B^/Bg* 
There are two distinct cases to consider.
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First, if aC and t 6 B^ the reader can easily verify that 
C has the separation (AUB^)/Bg. But this is impossible since C is 
connected. Similarly, if aCBg and b CBg we arrive at the con­
tradiction that C is disconnected.
Therefore, suppose aCB^ and b G Bg. Since we have B / 0, 
a,bj^B, B must contain at least three points. Let Bg be the set 
with at least two points (a similar discussion would follow if B^ 
were the set with at least two points). It can now be easily 
verified that
C-b = (l-b)UB^/Bg-b.
This is, of course, impossible since no point of C is a cut point. 
Similarly, if aGBg and b€B^ we arrive at a contradiction.
Therefore, both sets A and B are connected. Furthermore, 
since they are closed subsets of the compact space C, they are 
compact. We shall show that each of these sets is an independent 
arc from a to b. First, suppose that neither set is an arc from 
a to b. Since each set A and B is a continuum, they both have at 
least two non-cut points (5*5)» Thus, if neither a nor b, or if 
just one of the points a or b is a non-cut point of A then there is 
a point rÊA-(aUb) such that A-r is connected. Now if both a and 
b are non-cut points of A the non-cut point r of A-(aUb) still 
exists. For if not then by theorem 5*4 A is a simple arc, and by 
the corollary to theorem 3*4» a and b are its end points which con­
tradicts our assumption that A was not an arc from a to b. Thus we 
exclude this possibility and let r of A-(aUb) be such that A-r is 
connected. Similarly, there is a point sGB-(aUb) such that B-s 
is connected. Since A-r and B-s have the common points a and b.
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(A-r)U(B-s) is a connected set. But notice
(A-r) U  ( b - s )  =  (aUB)H (CrU B)n (AU(tfs)n (<2rU Ês)
« c n  (3r n  @8 n  c
= C-(rUs),
i.e., C-(rUs) is connected which is impossible. Thus, one of the 
sets A or B is an arc from a to b. Without loss of generality 
let A be this set* Therefore, a and b are the only non-cut points 
of A. Let w be any point of A-(aUb). Now w is a cut point, hence
A-w consists of exactly two components A^ and Ag containing a and
b respectively (5*4» part (5))- Suppose B is not an arc from a to 
b. Then as before, there is a point s of B-(aUb) such that B-s is 
connected and (aUb)CB-s. Since b G A^ and b€(B-s), A^LV(B-s) is 
the union of two connected sets which meet, thus is itself a 
connected set. Also a G A^ and a E [Ag (J (B- s hence A^V Ag U  (B-s) 
is the union of two connected sets, thus is itself connected. But
Aj^UA2U(B-s) = (A-w)U(B-s) and as we have seen above
( A - w ) U ( B - s )  =  C-(wUs).
This is impossible^ since (A-w) U  (B-s) is connected and C-(wUs) is 
disconnected. Finally, then both A and B are arcs from a to b and 
since a O B  « aUb, they are independent arcs. Also C = A(JB and 
it follows from the corollary to theorem 4*4 that C is a simple 
closed curve. Q.E.D.
We have seen that the closed unit interval [6,1^ is a Peano 
space. Consider all neighborhoods of every point in [O,l]. Since 
these neighborhoods are intervals, they form a basis of connected 
sets for [O,ij such that the closure of every non-empty element of 
this basis is itself a Peano space. In view of the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz
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Theorem, we are inclined to believe that every Peano space has a
basis with such properties. Indeed every Peano space has a basis of
connected sets such that the closure of every non-empty element of
the basis is compact and connected, but the closures in such a basis
are not necessarily locally connected. However, with the aid of
Seirpinski’s property S we shall prove that in every Peano space
there does exist a basis with these properties,
Definition 4-6 Suppose H is a subset of the space T, We
shall say that H has property S if and only if, for every f>0, E
can be expressed as the union of a finite number of connected sets,
each having diameter less than £, Clearly, then if H has property
S, H is bounded.
Definition 4*7 Suppose H is a subset of the space T, H is
termed totally bounded if and only if, for every £>0 , there exists
a set of points x.,x^,..,,x of T which are finite in number and ^ i  ̂ n
such that ECjL^N(Xj^,£) .
Theorem 4*8 If a subset H of the space T has property S 
then H is totally bounded.
Proof. Suppose e C T  and E has property S, Letting £>0 we 
n
have H « .LAc. where each set C. is connected and has diameter less 1=1 1 1
than £, Now, there is a point x^ of for i = l,2,,,.,n and 
C^CN(x ,̂€)'' for all i. Thus, HG^y^N(Xj^,£), i.e., H is totally 
bounded. Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.9 Suppose T is a space. If A is the union of a 
finite number of subsets of T each having property S then A has 
property S.
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Proof. Suppose A is the union of a finite number of subsets
E ,, i « l,2,.,,,n of T such that each K. has property S. Thus 
n m
A = jL̂ Eĵ  and for every €>0 and every i, E^ = where for each
i and j, is connected, d(ir̂ )’< £  and .U,E^ is finite for J « J”-*- J
i = l,2,,,.,n. Therefore,
n. .n. m. ^ ̂ = iWi MsJ=f J
and since the union of a finite set of finite sets if finite, A has 
property S. Q.E.D,
Theorem 4*10 A space T is locally connected if and only if 
for every point x of T and every open set G containing x there is 
an open set H containing x such that H is contained in a single 
component of G.
Proof. Suppose T is locally connected, x is any point of T 
and G is an open set containing x. By virtue of paragraph 1.25 
there is an open connected set H containing x and contained in G.
Now X CG, hence x belongs to some component E of G. Therefore,
H H E  /  ̂which implies H C E  (1.24). It follows since components 
are either equal or disjoint that E is the only component of G which 
contains H.
To show the converse let G be an open set of T and let E^ be 
any component of G. If x is any point of E^ then x £ T , hence by 
supposition there is an open set H containing x and contained in a 
single component E^ of G. Since H is open, there is an £>0 such
that N(x ,£)Ch , hence
N(x ,£)C h C E ĵ.
Now x £ e and x £ e , i.e., E and E are two components with a m n n m
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common point, hence K = K . Thus N(x ,£)C k and we see that forn m  n
any point x of there is a neighborhood of x contained in i.e.,
is an open set. Since is an arbitrary component of an arbi­
trary component of an arbitrary open set G we conclude that com­
ponents of open sets are open, hence T is locally connected (I.25), 
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.11 Suppose K is a subset of the space T. If K 
has property S, then K is locally connected.
Proof. Let x be any point of K and £>0. To show that K is 
locally connected it shall be sufficient to show there is a. S>0 such 
that if y€N(x,5)nK then there exists a connected set C such that 
x U y C C  and CCF(x,£)n K (I.25).
n
K has property S, hence K = where each G^ is connected
and has diameter less than ■§€. Since xGE, there is some set G^ of
n _
.U-G. such that x 6 G and, therefore, xG G . Leti=l 1 r r
(1) x€g^ for i = l,...,j
(2) x^ Gĵ  for i « j+l,...,n.
If j = n then x £ G^ for all i. Let S = -§6 and let y be a
point of F(x,&)nK. Thus y€K, hence y £ Ĝ  ̂for some k, and y£Gj^.
But x£G^ for all i, hence x £ Ĝ .̂ How then xIJ7 CG^ and G^ is
connected, hence G^ is connected. Since G ^ C G ^ U x C G ^  we see that 
G^UX is connected and contains both x and y . Furthermore,
d(Gj^Ux) . d(G^) = d(Gj^Xi£.
To show that Gĵ U x C n (x ,£)OK, let z €G ĵ U x . Thus z £ K  and
yO(z,x) Û d(Gj^Ux)<ie, 
i.e., z£n(x,-J-£) and we have
z eN(x,ie)nKCN(x,6)n K.
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Therefore, Gj^U xCH(x,G)nK, Hence if j = n, K is locally connected.
If i n then (l) and (2) imply x £{2G^ for i = j+1,... ,n.
But each set (SĜ  is open, hence there is a Sl for i = j+l,... ,n,
such that N(x, S^)C<2G^, i.e., H(x,5^)0 0  ̂ = 0, for i = j+1,... ,n.
Let &= 5. -,...,5 and y€îT(x,S)nK. Thus, y£(?G, for I J " 1 ^
i = j+1,...,n hence y Belongs to some G^ where 1 ^ s S j. But x £ G^ 
for i = 1,... ,n hence x UyCG^. As Before, G^ is connected and 
since G C G „ U x C g  , G U x  is connected. Also d(G U x)<&£, andS S  8 8 ' 8  '
if we let z £ Gg U  X then z £ K  and yO(z,x)<^£, i.e., z £lT(x,-g-6),
Hence we have z 6 N(x,G) AE, i.e., G^U xCN(x,£)n K and again K is 
locally connected. Q.E.D,
Corollary. If a space T has property 5, then T is locally 
connected.
Theorem 4»12 Suppose K is a compact subset of a space T ,
Then K has property S if and only if K is locally connected.
Proof. By theorem 4»11 if K has property S then K is
locally connected. Thus, suppose K is locally connected. Let x Be
a point of K and 6>0. Consider y. The local connectedness of K
implies there is a 6̂  > 0 such that if y C F(x, H E  then there
exists a connected set C^ containing x and y and CyCN(x,^)nK.
Let D = U C  where U c  is taken with respect to all points y of X ^  y y
N(x,S^)riK. How each set C^ is connected and contains the point x
hence U C  is connected, i.e., D is connected. Furthermore, since y 3C
each CyCN(x,|)nK, D^CN(x,|)nK, thus \ C K  and clearly, 
d(D^) S y£ C £. Also y £ H(x,S^) Pi K implies yÊÜCy. = D^. Thus we 
have N(x,S^)r^KCD^ for any x of K. Since T is open every point x
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of K has a neighborhood N(x ,£^) contained in T. Therefore,
, i.e., U k (x ,S^) for all x of K is a covering of K.
But K is compact, hence
KCr^Uj^H(Xl, .
Noir then
^ k \ -
n n
i.e., but D ^CK for each x of K, hence _C K and we
have K = .UlD_ . Furthermore, we have seen above that each B is ^i 3ĉ
connected and has diameter less than £ hence K has property S.
Q.E.B.
Corollary. If a space T is compact then T has property S 
if and only if T is locally connected.
In view of this corollary, the following theorem is 
immediate.
Theorem 4*13 Every Peano Space has property S.
Theorem 4«14 Suppose K is a subset of the metric space T
and there is a set H of T such that k C h C k . Then if K has property
S, H has property S.
n
Proof, Let £>0.' Since K has property S, K = where
each set is connected and has diameter less than 6 . Now
7̂ 1 ,n, _K ■ .L/.G, - .L/,G. and since each G. is connected each G. is con-i»l 1 i=l i i i
nected. Also d(Gĵ ) = d(G^)<€, (Thus we have proved that if K 
has property S then K has property S). Since K C e C K  we have
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H = H O K
= Hoc^y^Gj.)
- iWiCsnOi).
Furthermore, Ĝ Ĉ Ĝ  ̂and G ^ C k C H  for each i hence G^CHHGj^CGj^* 
Therefore, HOG^^ is a connected set for each i (1,22) and since 
d(HriG^) ■§ d(G^)<£ we see that H is the union of a finite number 
of connected sets HHG^, i = 1,... ,n, each having diameter less 
than € hence H has property S, Q.E.D.
By virtue of theorems 4,12 and 4 ,14, and since KCkCK, the 
following theorem is now immediate.
Theorem 4#15* Let K be a subset of a metric space T, If K 
has property S then K has property S. Hence if K has property S, 
g is locally connected.
Recall that we are attempting to show that every Peano space 
P has a basis of connected sets such that the closure of every non­
empty element of this basis is itself a Peano space. We have seen
that the difficulty is not in finding a basis of non-empty connected 
sets whose closures are compact and connected, but in finding such 
a basis of sets whose closures are also locally connected. In view 
of theorem 4*15, we are now able to overcome this difficulty if we 
can show that there is a basis of connected sets each non-empty 
element of which has property S,
Definition 4,16 Suppose H and K are subsets of the metric 
space T and €>0, We shall say that K is an € growth of H if and 
only if the following conditions hold :
(a) If X £ K then there is a connected subset A of K, such
that x £ A ,  A H H  f 0 and d(A)<€,
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(t) There is a 5>0, such that, if B is any connected sub­
set of T satisfying d(!B)<S and b O H  / 0, then B CK.
Theorem 4«17 Suppose H and K are subsets of a metric space
T and there is an €>0 such that K is an £ growth of E. Then
(i) H C E .
(ii) If H is connected then K is connected.
(iii) K is contained in the € neighborhood of the set H
and thus d(K)<d(H) + 2C.
(iv) If H = 0 then K =
Proof. To prove (i) suppose ECjlK. Therefore, there is a
point X of H such that x^ K. Now the single point x is a con­
nected subset of T and d(x) = 0, Thus d(x) is less than any positive
number, in particular, d(x)<S where S is the S of condition (b) in
4.16. Since x O H  / 0 ve should, by condition (b) of 4«16, have 
xCK. But X  hence we have a contradiction. Thus HCK.
To prove (ii) suppose H is connected but K = E/F. Since 
H is connected and H C K  by (i), H must be contained in either E or
P (1.22). Without loss of generality let HCE. Now Y f 0 and
E A F  = 0, hence there is a point y £ P C K  such that y^E. Since 
y€K, by condition (a) of 4* 16 above, there is a connected subset A 
of K such that y 6 A, A O H  / 0 and d(A)<€, But A, being a con­
nected subset of K must be contained in either E or F (1.22), Thus,
it cannot meet both E and F at the same time, hence it cannot con­
tain y and meet H at the same time. Therefore, we have a con­
tradiction of (b) of 4 « 16, hence K is connected.
To prove (iii) let u and v be any points of K, By part (a) 
of 4.16 there is a connected subset A of K such that u G A, a O h  0 0
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and d(A)<£. Similarly there is a connected subset B of K such 
that vSB, B O H  / and d(B)<£. Let p and q be any points of 
A D H  and BPl H respectively. Thus, we have ̂ (x,p) < d(A),
S d(fB) and ̂ (p,q) % d(H). Hence
p(x,y) < ^(x,p) + yO(p,q) + ̂ (q,y)
S d(A) + d(H) + d(B)
< d(H) + 26.
But this is true for any points x and y of K hence d(K)<  d(E) + 26.
To prove (iv) suppose H = ^ but K 0» Thus, there is a 
point X of K. Then by condition (a) of 4*16 there is a connected 
subset A of K such that A O H  / 0, But since H = H does not 
meet any set. Thus we have our contradiction, hence K = 0, Q.E.D.
Theorem 4 « 18 Suppose H is a subset of a metric space T.
Then given any 6>0 there is a subset K of T such that K is an 
£ growth of H.
Proof. If H = jZi it is clear from 4.16 that K = 0 is an 
£ growth of H. Suppose E 0 0» If a point p belongs to H let W(p) 
be the union of all connected subsets C of T such that p 6 C and 
d(c)<£. Let K = ^g^W(p). Now if x£K, then x 6 W(p) for some 
point p of H, Thus x belongs to some set C of w(p) where C is 
connected, d(C)<6 and p £ C  hence C O H  / 0, Also, cCw(p)ClK hence 
C C K  and we see that K satisfies condition (a) of 4»16. To show 
that K satisfies condition (b) let 6 = 6 . Suppose there is a con­
nected set D, D O H  0 0 and d(D)<£(=S). Thus there is a point 
p S D H H ,  i.e., p C D  and p£H. It follows that since d(D)<6 , 
D C w ( p ) O k  thus dCk. Since H and K satisfy both conditions (a) 
and (b) of definition 4*16, K is an £ growth of H. Q.E.D.
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Definition 4»19 Suppose H and K are subsets of a metric 
space T and €>0. We shall say that K is an C-sequential growth of 
H if and only if there exists a sequence of positive numbers ^  
and a sequence of subsets of T such that
(a) is an 6̂  growth of H, Eg is an gg growth of
and in general is an growth of for i = 1,2,...,
(b) K .
(0) i?i ̂ 1 -
Theorem 4.20 Suppose H and K are subsets of a metric space 
T and €>0. Then
(1) There exists and G-sequential growth of H.
(ii) If K is an 6-sequential growth of H, then
(0^) h C k
(Og) If H is connected, then K is connected 
(0^) KClT(H,e), hence d(K)<d(H) + 2€
(O4) If H = 0, then K = 0,
Proof. Let £4 « ^ “ 1,2,..., First if H = jÿ we shall
see that K - ^ is an £-sequential growth of H. By theorems 4*17
and 4*18, Ê  ̂ = (Zf is clearly an growth of E, Eg = jZ) is an 6g
growth of E^ and in general E^^^ = jZJ is an growth of E^.
Thus we have a sequence of positive numbers and a sequence of
subsets of T such that (a) of definition 4*19 is satisfied.
Letting F = we have F = ^^E^ = ^ and since g € we see-
that F is an £-sequential growth of E thus (i) is satisfied. To 
show (ii) suppose K* is an 6-sequential growth of B = Then 
there is a sequence of positive numbers and a sequence of
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subsets of T such that (a), (h) and (c) of definition 4*19 are
satisfied. If we can verify (0^) first, then (0^), (O^), and (O^) 
will readily follow. Since H = we see from theorem 4*1? that
= (Zf, Similarly, since « 0 we have E^ = In general then
oo ^
- 0 for each i = 1 , 2 , ,  thua ^ But K =
definition 4*16, therefore, K must he the empty set, hence (0^),
(Og), and (Oj) follow immediately.
Suppose E / 0 and recall for i = 1,2,..., Since
e C t , theorem 4* 18 implies there is a subset of T such that E^
is an growth of E. Similarly, there is a subset Eg of T such
that Eg is an Eg growth of E^ and, in general, there is a subset
Ê _̂  ̂ of T such that Ê ^̂  ̂ is an growth of B^, Thus we have a
sequence of positive numbers and a sequence of subsets
%
of T such that (a) of 4*19 is satisfied. Also, +,,,
hence & £, Letting G * iWl^i then see that G is an
6-sequential growth of B and we have proved (i). To show (ii) 
suppose K is any 6-sequential growth of E, Thus, there is a 
sequence of positive numbers and a sequence of subsets ^E^^
of T such that (a), (b) and (c) of 4*19 are satisfied. Suppose 
E^K, thus E<5̂ 0̂ĵ Ê  = K. But since E^ is an € growth of B, 
theorem 4*14 implies E d E ^  hence e C^O^B^ = K. Therefore, we have 
a contradiction, hence E C K  and (O^) is verified. To verify (Og) 
suppose E is connected but K = E/F. N o w  E is contained in either 
E or F, hence without loss of generality let b C e . Clearly, E ^ C k 
and theorem 4*1? implies B^ is connected. Therefore, B^ is contained 
in either E or F but since ECH^, B^ must be contained in E. Con­
tinuing this process, we see that since each set E^ is connected
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and H^C for all i we must have each set contained in E.
OOThus hence K d E  which contradicts the assumption that
K = E/P# Therefore, K is connected. Now H ^ C Z N ( E , a n d  similarly 
H2CIT(H^,€2)Cn[n(H,€^),Ê2] (4 .17). In general,
00 «Since this is true for all i, we have K = ^U^H^CîI(H,^^C^)CIn (H,£) 
since i.e., K C n (H,£). It readily follows that
d(K)<d(H) + 2£ and we have verified (O^). Since we have shown 
earlier that if H = then E = ^, the theorem is therefore proved. 
Q.E.D.
Theorem 4.21 Suppose T is a metric space with property S,
H and K are subsets of T and C>0. If K is an €-sequential growth 
of H, then K has property S and is open in T.
Proof. Suppose K is a ^-sequential growth of H. Then there
are sequences and with the properties given in definition
6«4 .19. Let X he any point in K. Since K = there is a set
such that X G Hj. Now T has property S, hence T is locally connected
hy the corollary to theorem 4»11» ^j+1 of
Let 5.  ̂> 0 where S. , is the 6 given in definition 4-16, and con-  ̂+X J 4“X ^
sider the open neighborhood N(x , in T. Let V be the component
£'of N(x," ^ ™ ) containing x. Thus V i s a  component of an open set 
which is contained in the locally connected space T, hence V is 
open. Since v C  N ( x ,  , d(V)' S - Also VQHj / 0 
since both sets contain the point x. Thus by definition 4.16 
xêvCHj_^^Ck. But V is open, hence there is a ?i>0 such that 
N(x,^)Cv, i.e., X Gn(x,/\) C v C K .  And we see that for any point x
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of K there is a neighborhood of x contained in K, therefore, K is 
open.
We shall now show that K has property S. To do this it will
be sufficient to show that for any ^ > 0 , K can be expressed as the
union of a finite number of connected sets each having diameter
less than yâ. Clearly, there is an integer k such that —
and by definition 4*16 there is a > 0 such that if B is a
connected subset of T, d(B) / 0 then b C H ĵ ^^.
Since T has property S, T = Uc^ where U g  ̂ is a finite collection
of sets such that each set G^ is connected and has diameter less
than the minimum of ̂  and T hence let G^,G2» • • • »Ĝĵ be
those sets which intersect E^. Now each of these sets G^,...,G^
is connected, contained in T, meets E, and has diameter less than 
n n
hence (4*16). But E^C T = and if x 6 Ê ^
then X belongs to some of the sets G., namely, some of the sets
n
Gj^,...,G^. Therefore, E ^ ^ C . We shall now define a set
of points W^ for each i = l,2,...,n, in the following manner. A
point y 6 W. if and only if y £ K, y £ C  where C is a connected sub- J
set of K, d(c)<^ and C H  Ĝ  f 0* Now d(w^)<y<3 for i g j S n be­
cause if z Ê-W. then z G K, z £ D  where D is a connected subset of K,
J
d(B)<C ? and dH G . / 0, Assuming y 6TW. as above let u and v beJ ^
points of onGj and D d  Ĝ  respectively. Then yO(y,u) % d(C)<^,
^(u,v) < d(Gj)<^ and yO(v,z) g d(B)<~. Therefore, applying the
triangle inequality twice we clearly have y«9(y,z) = Since
y and z are arbitrary points of W. we have d(W.)<y^, for 1 S j S n.J w
Also GjCWj for 1 S J g n, for if r 6 Gj then rCK, r £Gj where Ĝ  
is a connected subset of K, d(G.)<f and G.H G. / 0, thus by our
J 4  J J
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definition of W., r€ W., i.e., G.CW.. Furthermore, each W. isj j J J J
connected for 1 » j = n. To show this suppose z Sw., thus x € CJ ^
where C is a connected subset of K, d(c )< y and C H G . / 0*X X 4 ^ J
Clearly, W. » U c  and since G.CW., W. = ((Jc ){JG.. Now each set  ̂ x€WJ J J J x€Wj ^
G is connected and meets the connected set G. hence (IJc )UG. = W.* 3 1 0
is connected (1.22).
n
We shall see that K = .U.W.. Since it is easily see that 
n  ̂ n
^j^WiCK, we need only show that * Let x be any point of
K, Thus x£H. for some i. If i S k (where k is the same k pre-
n n n
viously used) then x £ H^C C  ̂ U^G^ C , i.e., x£^Uj^W^, Sup­
pose i > k and recall that is an growth of Then by the
definition of an £ growth (4.16), x£Hj^ implies there is a con­
nected set such that L^C-H^, x£L^, / 0 and d(L^)<£^.
Let x^_^£ L^n Again is an £ĵ _̂  growth of  ̂hence
x^_^Gn^_^ implies there is a connected set
^i-l^^i-1» ^i-l^^i-2 ^ ^ '^^^i-l^'^^i-1* ^i-2^^i-]0^i-2"
Continuing this process we have a connected set L^^^,
^+l^^k+l* ^(\+l)^^k+l ^ ® ^ k + l ^ ^ k *  ^ “ m ^ l “ *
Lj^^lO 0 0 implies LdS^ / 0, Kow recall from elementary point
set theory that if we have two sets A-̂ and Ag such that A^OAg / 0
then d(A^U Ag) S d(A^) + d(Ag). Furthermore, by induction, it can
be shown that if sets A,, Ag,..., A^ are such that A^O Â _̂  ̂/ 0 for
n ^
i - 2,,..,n+l then d(jJ^A^) = ^^d(Aj^). Applying this to our case,
we see that we have sets * * * *^i that 0 0
for each r, hence d(l) » ^k+1 ^k+2 "
+6i .  < ^ ,  i.e., d(L)<^. Since x £ l ^ ,  x € L .  N o w  each is
connected, and, in general, we have x^  ̂£ L„0L , hence L = W  Lm' m-1 m m-l m=k+l
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is connected. Also L ^ C f o r  m « k+l,k+2,,,.,i, thus
1 1 
L J L m C  U H m C K .
m=k+l m=k+l n
Therefore, LCK. Recall that that L A  ̂ hence
there is some set G , where 1 S s S n, such that L A G  / Cf. In8 s '
summary, then x £ l where L is a connected subset of K, d(L)< —
n ^n
and LHGT / 0 for I S s S n, thus x £ W  and we have x C.U.W.. We 8 8 1=1 1n
now see that any arbitrary point x of K is such that xC.VJ-W..1=1 1
I )Therefore, K = i.e., K is the union of a finite number of
cohnected sets each having diameter less than an arbitrary positive 
number/3 hence K has property S. Q.E.D,
Theorem 4.22 Suppose T is a metric space having property
S. Then T has a basis, every element of which is an open con­
nected set having property, S.
Proof. Let V^(p), n = 1,2,... be a countable basis for an
arbitrary point p of T (1.18). Since each V^(p) is an open set
containing p there is an 6 ^ 0  such that R(p,6^)CIV^(p) for 
n = 1,2,.... Consider the neighborhood E(p,i€^). Clearly,
$r(p,^). Let W^(p) be the component of R(p,t£^) con­
taining the point p. Since T is locally connected (4.11) and 
N(p»-s€^) is open we see that W^(p) is an open connected set such 
that
W^(p)CN(p,i€^)CV^(p), 
for n = 1,2,.... In view of theorem 4*20 there is an €-sequential 
growth K^(p) of W^(p) for each n = 1,2,... and for 6 =  How
since T has property S and each W^(p) is connected we see by 
theorem 4*21 that each K^(p) is an open connected subset of T
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having property S. Also for each n = 1,2,,,.
W^(p)ClK_^(p)CH(W^(p),i^)
by theorem 4 *20, hut
N(w^(p) ,4^)C n[n(p ,-|€̂ ) ,iejCif(p,ejj) C t^(p) ,
i.e., in particular, K^(p)CV^(p) for n - 1,2,,... We readily see 
that the collection of sets K^(p), n = 1,2,,,. is a basis at p, 
for if H is any open subset of T containing p then there is a 
7j(p)ClE, but also K^(p)C7j(p), i.e., there is a set (p), such 
that K^(p )CH, Since p was an arbitrary point of T, the collection 
of sets E^(p) for n = 1,2,,,, and for all points p of T is a basis 
of the space T, Hence this is a basis of open connected sets each 
of which has property S and the theorem is proved, Q.E.D,
We have seen that every Peano space is a metric space having 
property S, Thus the preceeding theorem implies that every Peano 
space has a basis of open connected sets each of which has prop­
erty S, We shall state this in a more formal manner in theorem 
4,27, but first we briefly examine how the ideas of property S, 
local arcwise connectedness and local compactness are related. 
Definition 4*23 Let T be a space. Then T is said to be 
locally arcwise connected if and only if, for any point p of T and 
any open set H of p in T, there exists an open set G of p in T 
such that if x 6 G, y C G and x / y then there exists an arc in H 
joining x and y.
With the aid of 1,25, part (2), the reader may easily verify 
that every locally arcwise connected space is locally connected. 
Definition 4*24 Let T be a space. Then T is said to be 
locally compact if and only if, for any point p of T and any open
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set H of p, there is an open set G of p such that G C H  and G is 
compact•
It is readily seen that the definition of compactness 1.21 
implies that every compact space is locally compact.
Theorem 4*25 If T is a locally compact metric space having 
property S then T is locally arcwise connected.
Proof. Suppose T is a locally compact metric space having 
property S. Let p he any point of T and let A he any open set con­
taining p. Since T has property S, T is locally connected. Thus,
if W is the component of A containing p, then W is an open con­
nected set.
If we can show that W is arcwise connected we will have 
proved the theorem, for W is now an open set containing p and con­
tained in A where A is any open set containing p. Furthermore,
if W is arcwise connected then any two points of W may he joined 
hy an arc contained in W, thus contained in A, hence hy definition 
4*23 T will he locally arcwise connected. We shall now show that
W is indeed arcwise connected.
Let z he any point in W. Since T is locally compact there 
exists an open set H such that zGH, H C W  and H is compact. Since 
T is a metric space there exists an open set G such that
z € g C g C h C w  (1,11).
Thus, "GCH, i.e., G is a closed subset of the compact set H, hence
G is compact. Now T is a metric space having property S hence
theorem 4*22 implies T has a hasis every element of which is an 
open connected set having property 8. Therefore, G is the union 
of some of the elements of this ha sis and since z € 6  there is a
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set V(z) of the "basis such that z 6 TCG. Thus, in addition to 
being open, connected and having property S, the set V(z) is such 
that
z £V(z)Cv(z) C G C W  
and since 7(z) is the closed subset of the compact set G, T(z) 
compact. Furthermore, z was an arbitrary point of W hence the 
collection of sets ^L^V(z) is an open covering of ¥. Let x and y 
be distinct points of W. Let P be the set of points of W which 
can be joined to x by a simple chain of sets in Since
x€P, P / Let Q be the set of points of W which cannot be 
joined to x by a simple chain of sets in (z). Suppose P / W,
therefore Q / ^ and clearly W = P U Q  and P H  Q = Let c be a
point of POQ. Thus, c belongs to some set T(c) of the open 
covering. Since T(c) is open, there is a neighborhood of c con­
tained in 7(c) and since c £ P this neighborhood contains a point 
d of P (l.ll). Thus d £ P  and d 67(c). Now d can be joined to x 
by a chain of sets in ^ ^ 7  ( z ). Let 7(z^),...,7(z^) be such a 
chain. Let 7(z^) be the first set of this chain intersecting 
7(c). Therefore, 7(z^),...,7(z^),7(c) is a simple chain of sets 
of j^7(z) joining x and c. Hence c€P, but we also had c G Q.
This is impossible since pPiQ = 0, and we see there is no point 
c of PHQ, i.e., P H Q  = 0» Suppose aGPPlQ. Thus, a G 7(a) where 
7(a) is some set of the covering jg^7(z), 7(a) is open, hence
there is a neighborhood of a contained in 7(a) but a G Q  hence this 
neighborhood contains a point b of Q, i.e., b € Q  and b G 7(a).
Since a G P we let 7(Zj^),... ,7(z^) be a simple chain joining x and 
a. Let 7(Zj) be the first set of this chain intersecting 7(a).
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Therefore, V(z, ),#..,V(z.),Y(a) is a simple chain of sets of K J
^^V(z) joining x and h. Thus h£P. This is impossible since 
b€Q, hence a ^ P O Q ,  i.e., PP\Q = Finally then we see that
W = P/Q which is a contradiction since W is connected. There­
fore, the assumption that P / W is false, i.e., P = W and there
exists a simple chain V(z.), i = 1,...,n joining x and y. Let 
,n t
M = ^ ĵ Y(z^),. Recall that any simple chain is such that
C\O / 0 but Oj =  ̂for [i-jj>l. Thus since each set
Y(z )̂ of the chain joining x and y is connected, M =
is connected (1*22). Furthermore, we have seen that each V(z.)
n ^
has property S hence M = ^Uj^V(z^) has property S (4.9)» It follows
that M is connected and has property S (4.15), thus M is also
locally connected (4,11). Clearly since each 7(2 )̂ is compact 
n n n  ̂ _
^^v(Zj^) is compact. But m '* .^^T(z )̂ = ^U^V(z^), i.e., M is
compact. We now see that M is a Peano space contained in W. By 
theorem 3*9 there is a simple arc joining x and y in M hence in 
W, But X and y were arbitrary points of W hence W is arcwise con­
nected and the theorem is proved. Q.E.D,
Definition 4*26 We shall denote a subset G of a space T 
as a region in T if and only if G is both connected and open in T.
In theorem 4*25 the only requirement we made of W was that
it be an open connected set containing an arbitrary point p of T, 
Thus the following corollary is immediate.
Corollary. Suppose T is a locally compact metric space
having property S. Then every region in T is arcwise connected.
Since every compact space is locally compact and every 
Peano space is a compact metric space having property S, we see
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that theorem 4*25 applies to Peano spaces. We have now proved the 
following theorem.
Theorem 4 «27 Suppose T is a Peano space. Then T has a 
basis each non-empty element of which is connected, has property S, 
and has a Peano space as its closure. Also T is arcwise connected 
(5.9)t and locally arcwise connected (4.25) and every region in T 
is arcwise connected.
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CHAPTER V 
CYCLIC ELEMENT THEORY
In this chapter we shall study the structure of Peano spaces 
with respect to their cut points. Thus, all spaces considered 
shall be Peano spaces, although this need not be the case for some 
of the theorems to hold.
Theorem 5.1 Suppose a, b and p are distinct points of a
Peano space T. Then, a and b lie in different components of T-p
if and only if T-p has a separation G/H such that a g. G and b E E .
Proof. Suppose T is a Peano space and a and b lie in 
different components of T-p. Let G be the component of T-p con­
taining a. Since T is locally connected and G is a component of 
the open set T-p of T, G is open. Let H = (T-p)0 5G. Now bGT-p 
and since a£G, b 6 6 G. Therefore, b€H. We shall show that 
T-p - G/H. Clearly, T*=p « GUH, G O H  = , G / (Zf and H / 0. Since
<SG is closed and ECZGG we have
H n G C G C O G  « GGflG = 0 
Furthermore, G C G  and GCT-p, hence GC G D  (T-p)C G. But G is con­
nected hence "G is connected which implies that cn(T-p) is con­
nected (1.22), Now G is a component of T-p and Gn(T-p)dT-p.
Thus since G C ^ H  (T-p), G = "GA(T-p) (I.24). Finally then
h h g  » (T-p) n s G d  G - gen G = 0
and T-p = g/H.
72
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To prove the converse, suppose a Peano space T is such that 
T-p = C/P where points a and b of T-p belong to C and D respectively. 
Let E be the component of T-p containing a and let F be the com­
ponent of T-p containing b. Clearly since E is connected and 
a G E/1 C we must have ECC* Similarly F is connected and a 6 FflD 
hence FC-D. But c O D  = ^ hence E O F  = ^» i.e., a and b belong to
different components of T-p. Q.E.P,
Definition 5*2 Suppose a and b are points of a Peano space 
T. We shall say that a third point p of T cuts between a, b or 
separates a and b if a and b lie in different components of T-p..
Thus in view of theorem 5.1, a point p cuts between and b 
if and only if T-p has a separation G/H such that a 6 G and b GH.
Definition 5*3 A Peano space T is termed cyclic if T has 
no cut points.
Definition 5*4 We shall say that a subset E of a Peano 
space T is semi-connected if and only if for every point x of T-E, 
the set E is a subset of some component of T-x. As a consequence
of this definition the reader may easily verify the following
statements.
(i) The empty set is semi-connected and T itself is semi­
connected.
(ii) If a set E is connected, then E is semi-connected.
(iii) If E is semi-connected and ,6 is any collection of
semi-connected subsets of T such that if implies E O A  / 0,
then the set is also semi-connected.
(iv) If ,6 is a collection of semi-connected sets and H is
the common part of some (or all) of the sets of >6 then H is semi­
connected.
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(t ) If E is semi-connected and E C f C E  then P is semi­
connected. Thus we see that if E is semi-connected, then E is 
semi-connected.
Theorem 5*5 Suppose p and q are distinct points of a Peano
space T and E is a semi-connected set containing p and q. If a
point X cuts between p and q, then x E E .
Proof. Suppose x^E. Since E is semi-connected E lies in
some component B of T-x. Thus p U q C B ,  i.e., p and q lie in the 
same component. This is impossible since x cuts between p and q, 
hence x EE. Q.E.D.
Definition 5.6 Suppose p and q are distinct points of a
Peano space T. We shall let K(p,q) be the set of all points of T
that cut between p and q. Clearly K(p,q) may be empty.
Theorem 5.7 The set pUqUK(p,q) is semi-connected.
Proof. Let x be any point such that xjèpUqUK(p,q). Thus
x^K(p,q) hence x does not cut between p and q. It follows that p 
and q are in the same component C of T-x, and in view of (ii) of 
(5.4) that 0 is semi-connected. Thus by 5*5» pUqUK(p,q)CC, 
that is, pUqUK(p,q) is semi-connected.
Definition 5*8 Let a and b the points of a Peano space T.
We shall say that a is conjugate to b, written a Ob, if and only if 
no point of T cuts between a and b. Clearly every point is con­
jugate to itself and if a O b then bOa.
In view of definitions 5*6 and the following theorem
is now immediate.
Theorem 5.9 If p and q are two points of a Peano space T
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such that p O q  then p U q  is a semi-connected set»
Definition 5.10 Suppose is a finite sequence of
distinct points of T. These points taken in the given order, will
he said to constitute a O-chain if a^Oa^^^ for i = l,...,n-l.
Also, if a^Oa, then we shall call the 0-chain a simple closed
0-chain. Otherwise, the 0-chain will he termed open.
Theorem 5*11 If a,,....a is a O-chain, then .vJ,a* is    .... 1 ,— *— n I 1=1 1 —
semi-connected.
Proof * Since a O  a„, a.U a„ is semi-connected by 5*9* n-1 X ^ 1 ^
Suppose is semi-connected. Now a ,0 a , i.e., a , U a  isi»l 1 ^ Ç-1 n ’ ' n-1 n
semi-connected and since (a a LJ,a. / 0 we see thatn=i n 1*1 1 ' 'n
is semi-connected. Q.E.D,
Theorem 5*12 Suppose a^,...,a^ is a simple closed 0-chain. 
Then any two of the points a^,...,a^ are conjugate,
Proof. Clearly if we consider a cyclic permutation of the
points a^,.,,,a^, the new arrangement is again a simple closed
0-chain. As examples, a .,a ,a, ,...,a ^ and a,,...,a ,a^,...,a. ,n— 1 n 1 n—il i n x i—x
are each again simple closed 0-chains. Thus, to prove the theorem 
it is sufficient to show that a^Oa^ for any i = 2,...,n-1 since a 
similar proof would follow to show that a^O a^ for any j and any i.
Suppose the theorem is false, that is, there exists a point 
X which cuts between â  ̂and a^. Now a^,...,a^ is a 0-chain and by 
5.11, is a semi-connected set containing and â .̂ In view
of theorem 5*5 x G * Similarly, a^,...,a^,a^ is a O-chain and 
X belongs to the semi-connected set In summary then x be­
longs to the two sets
k=l®-k “ agU ...UUj^
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and
k-i^k “ ^i+1^ . .. U  a^U a^,
i 1 /
But notice H  (jjÜĵajj.) = â Û a^. Thus x6a^Ua^, i.e., x
coincides with one of the points a^ or a^. This is impossible since
we assumed that x cuts between and a^. Therefore, no such point
X exists and we have a^O a^. Q.E.D.
Definition 5*15 Suppose a Peano space T contains a finite
number of distinct points p^,...,p^ and an equal number of sets
S^,...,S^ such that the following conditions hold,
(i) Each of the sets S^,..,,S^ is semi-connected,
(ii) Sg = P2» SgO Sj = Pj, , . . , ~ p^ and
^n^^l “ *1'
(iii) Sj^n 8j . 0 if i<|i-j|<n-l.
If this is the case we shall say that the points p^,,.,,p^ and the
sets S^,...,S^ constitute a simple closed 0-polygon. We shall call
the points p^,...,p^ the vertices and the sets S^,...,S^ the sides
of the 0-polygon. We shall denote the 0-polygon by
(p^* * ... »S^) »
The reader can easily verify that if the set of points
a^,..,,a^ is a simple closed 0-chain then we have the simple closed
0-polygon (a^,... ,a^;a^U ag,agU a^,,.. ,a^_^U &i)*
Theorem 5.14 Any two vertices of a simple closed Q-polygon
are conjugate.
Proof. Det (pĵ , , .. ,Pg . ,S^) be a simple closed
0-polygon, We see by theorem 5.12 that it shall be sufficient to 
show that the vertices p^,,..,p^y in this order, form a simple
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closed 0 -chain, i.e., that p^O i = l,.,.,n-l and that
Again we see that the situation is unaffected hy a cyclic
permutation, hence we need only show that p^O Pg-
Suppose otherwise, that is, there is a point x which cuts
between p^ and Pg. Now S^ is semi-connected and PgC. Thus
by theorem 5*5» xGS. . Furthermore, S. is semi-connected for all
 ̂ n
i, hence by repeated use of 5*4 » part (iii), ^j^S^ is semi-connected. 
Also, since PgGSg and p^€;S^ we have p^UPgC^Ç^S^ and again by 
5.5, xS^UgS^. But since (^OgS^OSj^C Sg)U  (S^H S^) = p^U Pg, 
we must have x identical with one of the points p^ and pg. This, 
of course, is impossible hence our assumption that there is a point 
X  which cuts between p^ and Pg is false. Thus p^O Pg. Q.E.D,
Definition 5»15 Suppose C is a subset of a Peano space T.
We shall say that C is a proper cyclic element if and only if the 
following conditions hold,
(i) C is non-degenerate,
(ii) Any two points of C are conjugate.
(iii) If a point x is conjugate to two distinct points of C 
then x £  C.
Theorem 5*16 If C is a proper cyclic element then C is semi- 
connected.
Proof. Let p^ be a point of C. Then p ^ O p  for all points 
p of C. Thus, in view of theorem 5*9 p ^ U p  is a semi-connected 
set for all points p of C. Hence U(PqU p) for all p of C is semi­
connected (5,4). But C = U(p ^ D p )  for all p of C, hence C is 
semi-connected. Q.E.D,
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Theorem 5.17 Suppose and are proper cyclic elements» 
If is non-degenerate then .
Proof. Suppose = a U h  and let be any point of
C^. Then x^O a and x^Ob since a U  b C  0^. But a U bCCg also hence
Xi€ Cg* Thus, Cj^CCg. Similarly CgCC^, i.e., = Cg. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.18 Suppose p and q are distinct points of a 
Peano space T and pOq. Then there is exactly one proper cyclic 
element that contains both p and q.
Proof. Let P be the set consisting of all points x of T
such that x O p  and xOq. We shall show that P is a proper cyclic
element containing p and q and, in fact, is the only one containing 
p and q. Since p O q  we have p U q C P .  Thus, P is non-degenerate 
and contains p and q. Also, any two points of P are conjugate, 
for let x^ and Xg be any two points of P. Then, if x^ = Xg we 
have x^Oxg. Similarly, if x^ is identical with either p or q, or 
if Xg is identical with either p or q we again have Xg. Hence, 
we exclude these cases and assume that p,q,x^, and Xg are distinct 
points. Since x^ and Xg belong to P we have x^O p, x^Oq, XgOp 
and XgOp. But the conjugacy relation is symétrie (5.8), hence 
we have the simple closed 0-chain p O x ^ O q O x g O p .  Thus, in view 
of 5*12, x^O Xg, i.e., any two points of P are conjugate.
Let y be any point which is conjugate to two distinct points 
X and z of P. Thus
(1) p O X Oy  Oz Oq
and pOq. We shall show that p 0 y O q, i.e., y G P. In view of 
theorem 5»12 to show this it shall be sufficient to show that y
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belongs to a simple closed 0-chain containing both p and q. How 
if y equals any one of the points p, q, x or z then clearly yCF* 
Hence, we can assume that y is different from each of the points 
p,q,x and z. Furthermore, we know that p / q and x / z. There are 
seven possibilities to consider,
(i) If X = p and z = q, then from (l) we have the simple 
closed 0-chain p O y O q .
(ii) If X = p and z ^ q, then z / p since z / x and from 
(l) we have the simple closed 0-chain p O y O z O q ,
(iii) If X = q and z = p, then from (l) we have the simple 
closed O-chain q O y O p .
(iv) If X = q and z / p, then z / q since z / x and from
(l) we have the simple closed O-chain p O q O y O z ,
(v) If X ^ p,q, and z = p, then from (l) we have the simple 
closed O-chain x O y O p O q .
(vi) If X / p,q and z = q, then from (l) we have the simple
closed O-chain p Ox Oy Oq.
(vii) If X  / p,q and z / p,q, then (1) itself is a simple
closed O-chain*
Thus in every case, y belongs to a simple closed O-chain 
containing p and q, hence pOyOq, i.e., y€P. Therefore, F 
satisfies all the requirements of a proper cyclic element and F 
contains p and q. Furthermore, F is the only proper cyclic element 
containing p and q for by theorem 5*17 if there were another it 
would be idential to F. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.19 Suppose x is a point of the Peano space T and 
and E is the set of all points of T that are conjugate to x. Then 
E is closed.
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Proof. Let y be a point of ($E, We shall show that <?E is 
open which implies that E is closed. Now there is a point z of T 
such that z cuts between x and y. Thus, in view of 5.2, x and y 
are in different components A and B of T-z. Now the single point 
z is closed, hence T-z is an open subset of the locally connected 
space T. It follows that since BCT-z, B is open (I.25). Clearly 
if w is any point of B then z cuts between w and x, i.e., w is not 
conjugate to x, hence w ^ E  and we have W GgE. Since for any point 
w of B we found that w G G E  we see that BC<SE. But B is open and 
y£B, hence there is an €>0 such that N(y,G)CBCCE. That is, 
for any point y of QE there is a neighborhood of y contained in 
GE, hence GE is open. Therefore, E is closed, Q.E.D,
Theorem 5*20 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T. Then C is closed.
Proof. Let p^ and p^ be two distinct points of C, Let E 
be the set of all points x such that p^O x O p^. Let E^ be the set
of all points x such that p^Ox. Let Eg be the set of all points
X such that PgOx. In view of 5«15, C = E. But notice E = E^O Eg
and by theorem 5.I9, and Eg are closed sets. Thus, E is closed,
i.e., G is closed. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.21 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T. Then 0 is arcwise connected. Furthermore, if H is 
any simple arc in T whose end points p  ̂and Pg are in C then h C c .
Proof. T is arcwise connected (3«9)» Thus, it is clear 
since CdT that any two points of 0 can be joined by a simple arc 
in T. We must, therefore, only show that such an arc lies entirely 
in C in order to prove the theorem.
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Let H be a simple arc whose end points p^ and p^ are in C. 
Suppose H^C. Then there exists a point x such that x and 
xftc. Consider the subarc xp^ of H. 0 is closed (5.20), hence 
compact. Thus we have on xp^ a first point of C. Let be 
the subarc of H with end points x and q^. In a similar manner con­
sidering the subarc xp^ of H we have on xp^ a first point q^ of G. 
Let Eg be the subarc of H with end points x and q^. We shall show 
that
(^) (q.]̂»X »0.2 *^2 f C )
is a simple closed 0-polygon. First q^, x and qg are distinct 
points for clearly q^ / qg and if x coincides with either q^ or qg 
then X 6 C which would prove the theorem. Also, C is a proper 
cyclic element, hence is semi-connected (5.16). Now and Eg
being arcs are connected, hence by 5*4 they are both semi-connected. 
Furthermore, B^D Eg = x, BgO C = qg and cHe^ = q^. Therefore, by 
5.13» (1) is a simple closed 0-polygon and in view of 5.14, xOq^ 
and xOqg. That is, x£C. This contradicts the assumption that 
x^C, hence x £ C  and we have every point of B contained in C, i.e., 
E CH C. Q.E.L,
Theorem 5.22 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T and D is any open connected subset of T. Then C A D  
is connected.
Proof. Clearly if C O D  = 0 or C H D  is a single point, the 
conclusion is proved. Therefore, suppose the set c O d  contains at 
least two points. Let x^ and Xg be points of C O D  such that 
^1 ^ *2* Since D is a region in the Peano space T, D is arcwise 
connected (4,27). Now x ^ U X g C L  so let B be a simple arc in D with
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end points and Xg. But x^U XgC 0, hence theorem 5-21 implies 
h C c . Thus, H C C H D ,  i.e., any two distinct points of COl) are 
joined by a simple arc lying entirely in cO d . Therefore, c H D  
is arcwise connected, hence connected (5.10). Q.E.D.
Theorem 5*23 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T and A is a component of T-C. Then A-A consists of 
exactly one point and this point belongs to C and is a cut point 
of T .
Proof. T-C is open (5.20). Thus, A is a component of an 
open set T-C in a locally connected space T, hence A is a region 
in T. This implies that A / A and we have A-A / JZf. Furthermore, 
X-ACC, for if not there is some point p of Â-A such that p^C.
Now then p € A, jp £ Qk and p^C,  i.e., pST-C. Hence p must belong 
to some component Q of T-C. If Q = A, we would have p G A which is 
impossible since p 6(SA. Therefore, Q / A. It follows that 
A C A U  p C A  which implies that A U p  is connected (1,22), But 
A U p C T - C  and since p ^ A  we have A / AUp. Thus, the component A 
of T-C is a proper subset of a connected set A U p  in T-C. Since 
this is contrary to our definition of a component (I.24)» we see 
that our assumption that such a point p existed is false, i.e., 
A-ACC. In addition to this, if A-A consists of exactly one point 
X, then X is a cut point of T. To show this notice that since 
x ^ A  we have A G  T-x, A is open in T, hence A is open in T-x (1.13) 
However, since A-A = x, it follows that A = A U x. Clearly then 
A = (T-x)n A, i.e., A is closed in T-x (1.13). Hence is open 
in T-x and we see that T-x is the union of two non-empty disjoint
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sets A and ^A, each of which is open in T-x. It follows from 1.22 
that T-x is disconnected, i.e., x is a cut point of T.
We shall now show that A-A does consist of exactly one point 
thus proving the theorem. Suppose there are at least two distinct 
points Pĵ  and p^ of A-A. Since A-ACC we have p^U P g C G H  (X-A) .
Now p^ / Pg hence pCp^jPg) = r where r>0. Consider the neighbor­
hoods N(pĵ ,-ĝ r) and N(pg,^). These neighborhoods are clearly dis­
joint. Let be the component of N(p^,-&r) containing p^ and let 
Gg be the component of R(pg,&r) containing Pg. Thus Pj^SG^, 
pg £ Gg and G^O Gg = 0. Now G^ and Gg are components of the open 
subsets N(p^,i^r) and N(pg,&r) of the locally connected space T
(1.6). Thus, G^ and Gg are open connected sets (1.25). Let 
G = G^U AU  Gg. G is open since G^, A and Gg are open. Also, G 
is connected. To show this notice that G^, A and Gg are each 
connected sets. Furthermore, since p^£ A-A, p^S A. Thus 
a C a U P ĵ CX, i.e., A Up^ is connected (1.22). Since p̂  ̂£ Ĝ  ̂and 
p^6 AUp^, and both sets G^ and AUp^ are connected we have 
Gj^U(AUp^) connected. But G^U (AU p^) = G^U A, i.e., G^U A is 
connected. Similarly, A UGg is connected hence G^U A U Gg = G is 
connected (1,22). In summary then G is an open connected subset 
of T hence theorem 5*22 implies that C A G is connected. This, 
however, is not the case for
C O G  = (cAG]^)u(cnA) u(cnGg)
- (cn G^)u (criGg)
since c O A  = Also COG^ and CHGg are both non-empty sets, 
and c7TG^CGC(2GgCC(cnGg), i.e., ( cTTGĵ ) f| ( C Pi Gg ) = ^. Similarly, 
(cnG^)n(c7XGg) - 0, and we see that C A G  = CAG^/cAGg. Thus we
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have a contradiction and our assumption that A-A contained at least 
two distinct points is false. Therefore, A-A consists of exactly 
one point x and as we have seen x S C  and T-x is disconnected. Q.E.D, 
Theorem 5.24 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T and T-C 4 Then T-C has at most a finite number of 
components A such that d(A) is greater than or equal to an assigned
5>0.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion of the theorem is false.
Then there is a S >0 such that infinitely many components 
S^,...,S^,... of T-C each have diameter greater than or equal to 
5. Since each component is connected and has diameter greater than 
zero, it must contain a non-countable number of points (1.22).
Thus for each n there are two points p^ and q^ of S^ such that
c 
Let
Hence we have two sequences of points ^p^^ and for n = 1,2
Since T is compact there is a subsequence ^p^^ of such that
converges (1.21), How the subsequence q̂̂ ^̂  of ĵ q̂ j may not
on verge, but a subsequence ^q^^ ̂  of will converge (l.2l).
^p^^J be a subsequence of p̂^'^ , Since ^p^^ converges,
fpi, ? converges. Let y = pi and z = q-i . Thus we have two I ^ ^ kn
converging sequences ^y^ and such that
(1) /=(yn,*„)>S- ^ S - i .
If y^—*p and z^—>q we see that p / q . For suppose 2£<C(?- — where 
€ >0. Thus for n sufficiently large y£?(ŷ ,p )<£ and ̂ (z^,q)< 6 ,
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But if p « q we have
S ^ y „ . p )  +/0(p.Zn)
= yO(yj^,p) +yO(q,z^)
C + €f
i.e*, yO(y^,z^)<C26<C^- ^ which is a contradiction of (l), hence 
p / q. Therefore, y£>(p,q) = r where r>0. Consider the neighbor­
hoods N(p,-|r) and N(q,^). Clearly they are disjoint open sets
(1.6). Let P be the component of N(p,-&r) containing p and let Q, 
be the component of N(q,-|r) containing q. Bow p£P, q £ Q  and P 
and Q are open connected sets since each is contained in an open 
set of the locally connected space T. Furthermore, p O Q  = 0.
Since P is open there is a Ŷ >0 such that N(p,Y) dP. But y^—>p, 
thus there is an n^ such that if n > n̂  ̂we will have all but a 
finite number of points of the sequence ^ y ^  contained in 
N(p,t')CP (1.7). Therefore, S^A P ^ ^ for n > n^. Similarly, 
there is an ng such that if n > Ug, S^ClQ / Let n^ = 'n^,Ug .
It follows that if n >n^ we have S^A P / 0 and Q / 0. Then
since P and 8̂  are both connected, PUS^ is connected. Bow S^ is
a component of T-C and S C p U S  , hence we cannot have P U S  OT-Cn n n
unless P C  for n>n^ (1.24). But the sets S^,... ,S^, . .. are 
disjoint, i.e., P can be contained in S^ for only one value of n. 
Therefore, P(J S^^T-C, i.e. , (PUS^)nC / 0 for n >n^. However, 
S^CT-C, i.e., S^AC = 0 hence we must have P O  C 0 0. Similarly, 
we have Q H C  / 0. Let D « PUS^UQ* Clearly, B is open and if 
n>n^, PHS^ 0 0 and QHS^ 0 0 hence D is connected (if n>n^).
Bow theorem 5*22 implies that C H D  is connected. But
CHD = (cnp)u(cns^)u (cnq) = (cnp)u (cnq).
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where CQP' / (Zf and C O Q  / Furthermore,
(cnP)CPCSQ CgCcOq} 
hence (C AP) H  (CflQ) = Similarly, (cOp) A  (C AQ) = ^ and we see 
that C A D  « CAp/cAQ* Therefore, we have a contradiction, hence 
our assumption that there existed a 6 >0 such that infinitely many 
components of T-C each had diameter greater than or equal to 6 is 
false. Q.E.D,
Definition 5*25 A subset H of a space T is termed a retract 
of T if and only if there exists a continuous mapping f of T onto 
H such that f(x) = x for every point x£H. Such a mapping f is 
called a retraction of T onto H.
Theorem 5*26 If C is a proper cyclic element of a Peano 
space T, then C is a retract of T .
Proof. If C = T then the identity mapping is clearly a re­
traction of T onto C, hence we assume T-C ^ 0. We shall define a
mapping f:T-*C in the following manner. Let f(x) = x if x£C. If
yST-C, let be the component of T-C containing y. By theorem
5.2), A - A  is a single point z€C. Let f(y) = z. Clearly then
f(T) = C, i.e., f maps T onto C. To show that f is a retraction of
T onto C we must yet show that f is continuous.
Suppose f is not continuous. Since T is compact and f is
not continuous there is a sequence ^x^ and a point x^ of T such
that
(1) ^n"^^o ^
There are three cases to consider.
(i) Suppose X 6 T-C. Then x 6 A . A is contained in
® ® ^o o
the open set T-C, hence A is open (1.25). Thus, there is an
^o
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€ >0 such that N(x ^,S)Ca^ . Furthermore, all but a finite number
o
of the points are contained in N(x^,€), hence in . That is,
o
there exists an m such that if n>m, x £ A  . It follows that
_ ^ ^o _
A^ = A^ for n>m. Hence f (x^) = A^ - A^ = 1 ^  - A^ = f(x^),
i»e«, f(x^) = f(x^)#
(ii) Suppose x ^ G 0 and x^G C for infinitely many values of
n. Then f(x^) = x^, and f(x^) = x^ for the x^ in C. Since x^G C
for infinitely many values of n, there is a subsequence of
Xx ? such that each point x, £ C, hence f(x. ) = x, for each
point X. . From (l) we see that x —>x hence x. —^x , i.e., xC n o  & on n
f (x^ )'-*-x̂ . But f (x^) = x^ hence f (x^ )—»f (x^) . Again from (l)
n n
we see that f(x^)-^»y^ and it follows that f(x^ )_*y^. Therefore,
n
f(x^) = y^ which contradicts (l).
(iii) Suppose x^G C and x^G T-C for n greater than a certain
m. Then if n > m, f(x_) = A -A . Again f(x ) = x and sincen^ X X  “ ' on n
from (1) f (̂ Cg) y^, we have x^ / y^. We also know from (l) that
x^—^x^ and f(x^)—*y^. Thus if n is sufficiently large
This implies that d(A ) ̂ s i n c e  x G  A (2 A and 
- _ n n n
f(x ) = A -A C.Â for n sufficiently large and since
n_ ^n ^n
d(A ) = d(A ). In view of theorem 5*24 there must be a com- 
n ^n
ponent A of T-C which occurs an infinite number of times in the 
sequence A ,...,A Let p = Â -A. Thus x G  A for infinitelyXi x^
many values of n, hence f(x^) = p for infinitely many values of n. 
We now have x^—»x^, f(x^)—^p and f('x̂ )'— >y^, i.e., y^ = p. Since 
X G A for infinitely many values of n there is a subsequence
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£xj^^ of such that 6 A for each n. But x^— implies that
x^— Xg 6 A (1.9). But x^G C by assumption and since 
n _
C A  A = x^6(JA, we have x^ € A-A = p. Thus x^ = p = y^. This is
again a contradiction since x^G C implies f(x^) = x^ and (l) states
that f(x^)  ̂y^, i.e., x^ / y^. Therefore, in each case we found
that the assumption that there existed a point x^ and a sequence
fx 7 such that x^-^x but f(x^)—>y^ 4 f(x_) was false. Hence f is L n5 n o  n/ o ' ' o'
continuous. Q.E.D,
Theorem 5.27 Suppose G is a proper cyclic element of a 
Peano space T and A is a component of T-C. According to theorem 
5.25. A-A is a single point p€C. How let G be any connected set 
of T that intersects both A and C. Then p € G .
Proof. Clearly, G = A  c] U  [[( T-A ) A  G]. Since G intersects 
both A and C, and a CT-C we have a A G  / 0 and (T-A)''̂  G / 0» Also A 
is open as we have seen in 5*25 hence T-A is closed, i.e.,
T-A = T-A and since A A  (T-A) = ^ we have A 0  (Ç'Ia ) = Thus
[AAG]n[(T-A)A gJ C a a g A ( t^ ) A g =
hence also {AA Gjl̂ ) [<[T-A) A cj = Now G is connected ty hy­
pothesis, so we must have |_A A G] n  Qt-A ) A  G J / 0 in order to pre­
serve this connectedness of G. Furthermore, we found in theorem 
5.25 that A = AUp. Thus it follows that
/ fX7TGjn[(T-A)A GiCÂnC(T-A)ri^
= [AUp] n  [(T-A) A G]
= [AA(T-A)n G]U[pA(T-A)n g]
= p n  G r ,
i.e., p A G  /  ̂hence p£G. Q.E.D.
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For further reference, Rado*s Length and Area contains a 
similar discussion of sections 5*2 through 5.27,
Theorem 5.28 Suppose C is a proper cyclic element of a
Peano space T. Then
(i) If H is any connected subset of T, then h O c is 
connected.
(ii) C is a cyclic Peano space.
Proof. First we notice that if either H = T or H H C  = ^ 
the statement is immediate. So we can assume that T-C / ^ and 
H H C  / 0. By theorem 5.26 there exists a retraction f of T onto C. 
We shall use the same retraction f defined in that theorem. Since 
f is continuous and H is connected, the set f(H) in C is connected 
(1.27), We shall show that f(H) = h Hc, thus proving the con­
nectedness of hOc. Now H n c C C  and f(x) = x for xêC. Therefore,
nnc = f (Hnc)C f (h ).
To show that f(E)CZsn0 let w he any point in f(H). Thus there is
a point r of H such that f(r) = w. We now have w 6 f(E)CZC. There
are two cases to consider,
(1) If r Go then f(r) = r , i.e., r = w hence w € H  and we 
have w€ Hfl CT.
(2) If re T-C then r G where is the component of 
T-C containing r. Recall that we defined f so that w = A^-A^.
Now we have E Q  C f 0 and since r G E and r G A^ we have EOA^ / 0» 
Thus by theorem 5»27» w GE, i.e., w G H H C .
Therefore, in both cases w Gf(e) implies w G H O C ,  i.e., 
f ( H ) C H O C  and hence f(B) = HOC'.
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To prove (ii) notice that f maps T continuously onto C hence 
we see that C is a Peano space. Let p be any point of C, and con­
sider the set C-p. We shall show that C-p is connected, thus in 
view of 5*5» C is cyclic. Let a be a fixed point of C-p. Since T 
is cyclic, a O x  in T for all points x of C-p, hence a and x lie 
in the same component E of T-p. Clearly, then p ^ E  and C-pCE, 
and since C-pC.0 it follows that C-p = E D  C. But by virtue of (i) 
of this theorem, E H C  is connected, i.e., C-p is connected, Q.E.D.
As a conclusion to this paper we are going to prove the 
cyclic connectivity theorem that any two points of a cyclic Peano 
space T lie on a simple closed curve in T. We now have sufficient 
background to prove some introductory theorems leading to this re­
sult.
Theorem 5*29 Suppose A and B are non-degenerate disjoint 
closed subsets of a cyclic Peano space T. Then there exists two 
disjoint arcs P and Q in T, such that each one has one end point 
in A and the other end point in B and no interior point in A Ü B .
Proof* Let us define a subset E of T to consist of the set
A and all points w of T-A such that
(i) There exists an arc P in T with one end point in A, the 
other end point in B» and no interior point in a UB.
(ii) There is an arc G in T-P such that w is one end point 
of G and G intersects A in exactly one point, which is its other 
end point.
Clearly E 0 since ACE. If we can show that E is both
open and closed in T then we must have E = T in order to preserve
the connectedness of T. For, otherwise, T will be the union of two
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non-empty, disjoint open set E and (JE, hence T would he disconnected. 
It follows that if E = T then BdE, thus clearly the required arcs 
exist.
First E is open. For let z he any point of E and we have 
two cases to consider.
(l) Suppose z G A. Since T is cyclic and z is a closed set, 
T-z is a region in T. Thus T-z is arcwise connected (4,27),
Furthermore, since A H  B *=  ̂and z G A we have bCT-z. Let x and y
he any two points of A and B respectively such that x / z and y / z. 
Then there exists an arc in T-z joining x and y . Clearly, F^,
A and B are each compact sets such that A / pf and F^dlB / 0,
Therefore, there are first points of A and B on F^, Denoting these 
points hy p in A and q in B, we have an arc F in T-z joining p and
q, and P satisfies (i) ahove. Since P is closed and pCt-z, z
belongs to the open set GF. Let V he the component of GF con­
taining z. T is locally connected, hence V i s a  region in T (1.25)* 
It follows that there is an 6 >0 such that N(z,6)Cv. If v C a  then 
V C E  hence for any point z of E such that z € A  there is an G>0 
such that N(z ,C)C2,E, i.e., E is open. If V ^ A  then there is a 
point w of V-A. Thus zUw(%V and since V is a region in T, V is 
arcwise connected. Let he an arc in V joining w and z. But 
A and G^ are compact, w G V-A and z GA hence there is a first point 
r of A in G^. Let G he the arc wr. Thus we have GCVdGF, G has 
one end point r in A and no other point in A and the other end 
point is w. Hence G satisfies (ii) and we have w€E. Thus if 
wGV-A then w G E  and it follows that whether V C A  or V ^ A  we have 
V C E  and again H(z,G)(%vC!E, i.e., E is open.
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(2) Suppose z^A, i.e,, z 6 E-A. New by the same reasoning 
as in (1) we find there are arcs F and G satisfying (i) and (ii) 
respectively. Thus G = tz where G intersects A in only one point t 
and z e B-A, i.e., z 6 T-A. Since GCT-P, z ^ P U A .  Therefore, 
z€C(FUA). Now F and A are both closed sets, hence F UA is closed, 
i.e., (2(fUA) is open. Let M be the component of <S(P UA) con­
taining z. Thus M is an open connected set (I.25), Let w be any 
point of M. Since M is a region, M is arcwise connected hence
there is an arc in M joining w and z. Now z £ GHwz hence GHwz /
Let s be the first point of G(=tz) on wz going in the order from w
to z. Thus we can obtain the arc tsw. Clearly tswCT-P and tsw
has w as one end point and intersects A in only one point, namely, 
the other end point t. Therefore, tsw satisfies (ii), hence w£E. 
But w was an arbitrary point of M thus MCE. Now z £ m  and M is 
open hence there is an £>0 such that N(z,£)CImCE. That is, any 
arbitrary point z of E is in a neighborhood which is contained in 
E. Thus E is open in either case (l) or ('2).
We shall now show that E is also closed. (See Figure 1, 
page 93). Suppose E is not closed. Thus there exists some point 
w of T-E which is a limit point of E, i.e., w £ E  but w ^ E  (l.lO), 
Since the single point w is a closed set, and T is cyclic, we see 
that T-w is a region in T. Therefore, T-w is arcwise connected.
Now A and B are non-degenerate sets by hypothesis, hence there is 
some arc F^ in T-w such that F^ has one end point in A and one end 
point in B and no other points in either A or B, i.e., P^ satisfies
(i). Since a C e  and w£T-E we have w ̂ A* Also F̂ CZT-w hence 
w^F^, thus w^AUF^, i.e., w €G(AUF^). (?(aUF^) is clearly an
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open set hence there is a &>0 such that F ( w ,  à ) C C(AU . Con­
sider the neighborhood n(w,^S). By theorem 4 .27, T has a basis, 
each non-empty element of which is open, connected and has a Peano 
space as its closure. Now N(w,^5) is open hence can be expressed 
as the union of some of the elements of such a basis. Let H be the
element of the basis in N(w,-|-5) such that w£H, Then
w C  H C  n ( w ,i-S) C  NlwTiD C n ( w , S) C  <2( A U ).
A B
Figure 1
Furthermore, H C N C f i ( A U  F̂ )̂ hence HH  (aU F^) = Since 
w £ H  and w is a limit point of E, any neighborhood of w will con­
tain points of E. Therefore, clearly H O E  / 0. Let z £ H O E .  Then 
z e E and since Ën ( A U F ^ )  = 0, z^(aUF^), thus z^A. It follows, 
by the same reasoning as used earlier in the theorem, that since T 
is arcwise connected there exists an arc G = vz satisfying (ii)., 
i.e., gO a « V, and there exists an arc Fg satisfying (i). Now 
z G H  hence z £ H  thus GA H / 0, Let y be the first point of G in H
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going in order from v to z. How y 6 E and wGH. But H is a Peano 
space hence we have an arc ywC.H. Consider the arc vyw. We 
readily see that vywH / 0 and vywOPg / 0» For if either of 
these intersections were the empty set then vyw would satisfy (ii) 
hence w would be a point of E* This is impossible since by 
assumption w^  E, hence the intersections are both non-empty. On 
the other hand, we know that ywOP^ = 0 since yw(2S<CG(AlJF^), so 
we must have vyOP^ / 0» Similarly, vywAPg / 0 implies yw/HPg / 0 
since vyC-va = CCT-Pg, i.e., vyHPg = 0* Now y w C H  hence the re­
lation ywDPg 0 0 implies HAFg 0 0» Let Pg = ab where aGA, b G B  
and abO(AUB) = aUb. Let x be the first point of Pg(=ab) in H, 
going in order from a to b. Thus we have the arc ax. Since 
x U w C H  there is an arc x w C H  (since H_ig arcwise connected). We 
see that the arc axw is such that axwP\P^ / 0, For if axwHp^ = 0, 
then axw would satisfy (ii) and we would have the contradiction 
that w€E. But since x wCH CG(AUP^) we have xwOP^ = 0 thus 
axP\Pĵ  0 0* Recall that P̂  ̂satisfies (i) so if we let P^ = od we 
have c £A, d £ B  and odH(AUB) *= oUd. Also recall that 
vyAP^ 0 0 and axAP^ / 0» Let q be the last point of P^(=cd) 
which lies on vyWax, going in order from c to d. Thus qGP^ &ud 
qC(vyUax). But notice vyAax = 0 since axCab = Pg, vyCvz = G 
and GCT-Pg, i.e., GAFg = 0, Thus we have two cases to consider, 
either q 6 vy or else qG ax*
(l) Suppose q Evy. Thus q^ax. Now q / v, for if we had 
q = V then since v G  A we would have q G A. But we know q 6 cd = P^ 
where cdA A  = c. Therefore, we would have q = v = o. Since q is 
the last point of cd which lies on vyUax we see that
Cqd-q) A  (vyUax) = 0
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hence (qd-q)Ylax = But since q = o this implies (cd-d)Oax =
Furthermore, q ^ax hence c^ax, i.e., ax H o  = JZ5. It follows that
cd A  ax " )ZJ, i.e., F^ A  ax => 0 which is impossible since we know that
F^n ax / Thus q / v. By similar reasoning q / c. Let D = vqUqd.
Since d 6 (vqUqd)AB we have (vqUqd)OB / Let t be the first
point of D which lies on the compact set B and let F = vt and
*G = axw. Clearly F is an arc joining v of A and t of B and 
F H C A U B )  = vUt. Thus F sat is if es (i). Furthermore, G* has one 
end point w in T-ECT-A and since H A A  = pf, we have
G^AA = axw A  A = (axUxw) A  A
C  (abul)AA 
- (abAA) U (lAA)
= at
i.e., G*AA = a. Therefore, if G*C1T-F then G* satisfies (ii), 
hence w£E, in contradiction with our assumption that w ̂ E* We 
shall show that this is the case. Since Fg and G satisfy (i) and
(ii), Fg A G  = pf. But vqCG and axCFg, hence vqOax = jè. Also, 
since q is the last point of cd which lies in vy U ax and q £ vy 
we have qdAax ■ 0» Thus (vqUqd) A  ax = 0 and since FG(vqUqd) 
we have F Aax = 0, Now q 6 F^ and Hn(F^UA) = 0 implies EAP^ = 0» 
Thus q^H. But q £ vy where vy has only one point in H, namely y , 
hence q / y. Therefore, v q A H  = 0 and since xwCH we have 
vqAxw = 0, Also qdCP]^, hence qdAxw = 0, and we have 
(vqUqd)Axw = 0, This implies that F A x w  = 0. Finally then we 
have FA(axUxw) = 0f i.e., F A  G* = 0, hence G*C,T-F.
(2) Suppose q£ax. (in the rest of the proof since we are 
assuming q g ax, we are considering a second possibility for F^ as
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indicated by the dotted line in the figure). First q / d, for 
suppose otherwise, i.e., suppose q = d. Then q GF^ and since 
d € B  we have qGB. Thus q G F g O B .  But F ^HB = b, hence q = b.
This is impossible since aqC a x C a b  and if q = b clearly 
I = b = q = d, i.e., x = d. Then since d£F^, x GF^. But we know 
x € H  hence F^AH / 0 which contradicts the fact that F^C»S = 0, 
Therefore we can assume that q / d. Let F* = aqd and G** = vyw,
'K'Clearly F satisfies (i) and G meets A in exactly one point ;
**namely v. Furthermore, G has its other end point w in T-A.
Thus, if G C-T-F, G satisfies (ii) and again we will have wGe. 
Now aqCFg, v y C G  and F^D G = 0, hence aq Hvy = 0, Also aqCax, 
q£P, x G H  and F^flE » 0, hence q / x. Thus, x ̂  aq and we have 
aqHH * 0* But since ywCH, it follows that aqOyw » 0f thus 
aqAvyw = 0, i.e., aqOG* = 0, Since we defined q to be the 
last point of F^ on vyU ax we see that (qd-q)}0 (vyU ax) = 0,
Thus (qd-q)r\ vy = 0 and since qG ax implies q^vy, we have
qdHvy = 0* Also qd F^ and yw *H, hence qd yw = 0, thus
qd vyw = qdOG * 0» Finally then F Q  G = aqdPjG = 0, i.e., 
G**(2 T-F* and G** satisfies (ii), i.e., w G E.
Now in every case we found that w£E. But the assumption 
that B was not closed implied w GT-E, hence we have a contradiction, 
i.e., E is closed. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5.30 Suppose x is any point of a Peano space T.
Then x is a cut point of some Peano space D contained in T if and
only if X is an interior point of an arc in T .
Proof. Suppose x is a cut point of a Peano space D and 
DCT. Then D-x has a separation a/B. Let c be a point of A and
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d ~be a point of B. Since D is arcwise connected and c and d are 
in D, there is an arc cd contained in D, Clearly c / x, d / x and 
cd is connected. If cdCH-x then either cdCA or else cdCB (1.22), 
But cd<pA since d G B  and A O B  = 0. Similarly, cd<jtB since o 6 A.
Thus cd^D-x. However, cdCB, hence x is an interior point of the 
arc cd and cdC,DClT*
To show the converse suppose x is an interior point of an
arc ah in T. Thus x 6 ah, x / a and x 0 h. Since ah is a Peano
space (3*5) and contains only two non-cut points, namely its end 
points a and h, we see that x must he a cut point of ah. There­
fore, X is a cut point of a Peano space in T. Q.E.D.
Theorem 5*31 Suppose T is a non-degenerate Peano space, p 
is a non-cut point of T and H is an open set containing p. Then 
there is an open set G containing p such that p € G C G C H  and T-H
is contained in a single component of T-G.
Proof* Let H he an open set containing p. Since T is non­
degenerate there exists a point q of T such that p / q. Thus 
^p,q) = 5 where £>0* H is open, hence there is an £>0 such that
K(p ,£)CH. Let ^ where %>0. Then p £ N(p,)\) and F(p,^'' is
open. Therefore
P € N(p,;»)CN(p,i-£)CN(p,€)CH 
and clearly q^N(p,^). Let W = N(p,^)* Then W is open, w C H  and
q 6 T-W hence T-W / 0. Since wC H  we have T-H0T-¥ where T-W is an
open set. Thus the components of T-W are open (1.25) and, further­
more, form an open covering of T-H. But T-H is closed, hence com- 
'pact, and it follows from 1.21 that a finite number of thesen
components A^fAg,...,^^ cover T-H. Then we have T-HC^U^A^ where
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each is non-empty, open, connected and contained in T-W. Since
p£W, p ÿT-W hence p^T-H. This implies that p ̂  for i = l,..,,n,
so we have A^CZT-p for i = l,.,.,n. Now p is a non-cut point of T
and p is also a closed set hence T-p is a region in T. Therefore,
T-p is arcwise connected and there exists an arc F. for j = 2,3,...,n,
joining a point of A^ with a point q. of A.. Clearly F.CT-p
for j = 2,...,n, and each is closed. Letting F = we see
that F is closed (l.lO), Also F C T - p , hence p^F, Since each F.
is connected and has the common point q^ it follows from 1.22 that
F is connected. We know that p £ W  hence we now have p£W-P. Let
n
G = W-F and let E = FUCJJ^A^). Clearly q^GFPlA^ for i = l,...,n 
and since F and each A^ are connected sets we see that E is con­
nected (1.22). We shall show that ECT-G. Since GCW-F implies
GCCF we have F C C G  = T-G. Also A^CT-W for each i, but
n
T-WCT-WCT-G since GCW. Therefore, .U,A.CT-G and it follows
n
that ECT-G. Recall that T-H Thus T-HCECT-G. Finally,
then since E is connected, no component of T-G can be a proper sub­
set of E. And since components are disjoint or equal, E must 
Itself be a component of T-G or else must lie in one component of 
T-G. In either case T-H is contained in a single component of 
T-G. Furthermore, since p £ G  and GCW, we have p € g C gC W C H  and 
since G = W-F, G is open, hence the theorem is proved. Q.E.D,
Theorem 5.32 Suppose p is a point of a non-degenerate 
cyclic Peano space T and H is any open set containing p such that 
H is a Peano space and p is a non-cut point of H. Then there is a 
proper cyclic element of H which contains p.
Proof. If H » T the theorem is trivially true, Thus, we
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assume H is a proper subset of T. Furthermore, p / E, for if 
p » H then since p is closed, H is closed. But H is an open set 
by hypothesis hence T would be the union of two non-empty dis­
joint open sets H and gS, i.e., T would be disconnected which is 
impossible. Therefore, we have p / S hence H-p / 0, i.e., there is 
a point q such that q / p and q £ H C H .  Thus H is a non-degenerate 
Peano space. Now if it can be shown that there exists a point r 
of H such that r / p and r O p  in H then by theorem 5.18 there will 
exist a proper cyclic element of H containing r and p, in particular 
containing p, and the theorem will be proved. We shall show that 
such a point does exist.
Since T is a metric space and H is an open set contained 
in T and containing p there is an open set W containing p such 
that p £ W C H  (l.ll). Thus W C h C H  and since H is open and E / T, 
we have E / E, hence W / E. Therefore, E-W / JZl. Now p is a non­
cut point of the Peano space B and W is an open set containing p 
and contained in H, hence by theorem 5»51 there is a set G con­
taining p such that G is open in H, G C G C W  and E-W is contained
in a single component A of H-G. Since G is open in E, B-G is
closed in H. Therefore, A is closed in E (1,24)* Let t be a 
point in A. Clearly p / t since ACH-0 and p E G, Now both p 
and t belong to B and E is arcwise connected, hence there is an
arc pt in Ê  and pt H A  f 0. Thus we may let y be the first point
of pt in A. Clearly p / y and we have an arc py such that 
pyOA = y and y£B. We shall show that p O y  in B. Suppose other­
wise, i.e., there exists a point z of B such that z cuts between 
p and y. Therefore p and y lie in different components of B-z.
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This implies z / p and z / y. Also z G py for if not then since py 
is a connected set it must lie in one component of H-z which is 
impossible since p and y lie in different components of H-z, It 
is clear that z H A C p y H A  * y, i.e., z H A C y .  But z / y, hence 
z O A  = 0, i.e., z^A. But A C H  hence ACH-z. How since A is 
connected and y £A, y and A must lie in the same component of H-z. 
Thus p and A lie in different components of H-z, i.e., z cuts be­
tween p and all of the points of A. Let P be any arc in H-z 
joining p to a point of A. Suppose z ̂ F, Then p U P U A  is clearly 
a connected set contained in H-z. Thus p U P U A  must be contained 
in the same component of H-z. This is impossible since p and A 
lie in different components of H-z. Therefore, zÊP. Recall that 
W is open, hence T-W is closed and since T is compact, T-W is 
compact. We have seen that H-W / JZÎ hence we may let b be a point 
of E-W. Clearly then H C T  implies H-WCT-W and b GT-W. Further­
more, H-WCA, hence b 6 A which implies b / z since z^A. Thus 
b£T-z. How the single point z is closed and T is cyclic hence 
T-z is a region in T. Therefore, T-z is arcwise connected so we 
have an arc pb in T-z. Since b £ T-W we have pbn(T-W)  ̂ Let 
q be the first point of pb in the compact set T-W. Therefore, pq 
is an arc such that pqfl(T-W) = q, i.e., q 6@W. It follows that 
(pq-q)fl(T-W) = 0, i.e., (pq-q)CW. But
pq - (pq-q)Cw C h C h , 
thus q £ H  hence qG^-WCA, i.e., q€A. Finally then we have an 
arc pq joining the point p and a point q of A. And since pqCH-z, 
z ̂ pq. But this is a contradiction since z cuts between p and all 
of the points of A. It contradicts our assumption that p was not
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conjugate to y* Hence p O y  where y G H  and y / p. Thus by theorem 
5,18 there is a proper cyclic element of H containing p and y, and 
in particular containing p. Q.E.D,
Theorem 5»35 If p is a point of a non-degenerate cyclic 
Peano space T, then p is an interior point of some arc in T ,
Proof, Let us assume to the contrary that no arc of T has 
p as an interior point. In view of theorem 5.50 this assumption 
is equivalent to assuming that p is a non-cut point of every non­
degenerate Peano subspace of T which contains p. We shall arrive 
at our contradiction by showing that there is an arc in T having 
p as an interior point.
Since T is a non-degenerate connected set, it contains a 
non-enumerable number of distinct points (1.22), We are going to 
define a series of arcs and sets inductively and we begin by 
letting 6^ = — for n = 1,2,...* Let a^ and b^ be distinct points 
of T-p, Consider the open neighborhood N(p,6j^). Clearly, 
T-(a^Ub^) is open hence [n CPi^)] H  CT-(a^ U'b^)] is an open set. 
Thus there is a 5 >0 and an open neighborhood N(p,S) such that 
N(p »S)C[n (p ,£^5]^ ^0^3 • Consider the open neighborhood
I^(p*&6) » How T is a Peano space, hence T has a basis every non­
empty element of which has a Peano space as its closure (4.27). 
Being an open set N(p,-^5) can be expressed as the union of some of 
the elements of this basis. Therefore, there is a set of the 
basis such that
peHj^Cir(p,iS)CN(p,£)C[N(p.ei)]n[T-(aj,0 t,)].
Furthermore, is a Peano space and
pel^CHTF7P)cn(p,S)C[N(p,ej)]n[T-(ao'^ '>„)']•
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By assumption p is a non-cut point of every non-degenerate Peano
space containing it. Hence, p is a non-out point of Thus
applying theorem 5.52 there is a proper cyclic element of H^
such that p6E^. Furthermore, is closed in (5.20). It
follows from (1.13) that E^ is closed in T, Since
E^CÊ^C[N(p,6]^)]n[T-(a^Ut^)]
we have E, Pl(a^(J'b ) = 0» where E_ and a (J "b are Tooth non- 1 ' o o' 1 o o
degenerate closed subsets of the cyclic Peano space T. Thus by
theorem 5*29 there exists two arcs a^a^ and b^b^ in T such that
a a. H e , = a,, b b^OE, = b, and a a^Hb  b. = gf, hence a. / b^. o i l  l o l l  1 o 1 o 1 1 ' 1
Since E^ is a proper cyclic element of the Peano space we see
by theorem 5*28 that E^ itself is a cyclic Peano space. Recall
that p G E^. Suppose p = a^. Since E^ is a Peano space there is
an arc a^b^ in E^ and a^a^ ®l^l clearly the union of two arcs
whose only common point is a^, hence a^a^Ua^b^ is itself an arc.
Similarly a a.Ua^b-LJb-b is an arc, but more than that, it is ano l l l l o
arc with p(=a^) as an interior point which is impossible by 
assumption. Thus p / a^ and similarly, p / b^.
By theorem 4*2? we see that E^ has a basis every non-empty 
element of which has a Peano space as its closure. Consider the 
open neighborhood W(p,G2). Clearly E^-(a^Ub^) is an open set in 
E^, hence [^(pjGg)^/^ fE^-(a^U b̂ )̂3 is open in E^. Thus there 
exists Y>0 such that
N(p,f)C[H(p,62)]n[E^-(a^U b̂ )̂]
and N(p ,V7' is open in E^. Consider R(p,-&y). N(p,^Y) is open in
Eĵ  hence may be expressed as the union of some of the sets in the 
basis of E^. Therefore, there is an element Eg of this basis
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such that
p e HjC N (p ,iY) C H  (p .y) c  [H (p ,£3 )] n c v
where Hg la a Peano space and
p6 HgCN(p,-^Y)CN(p, r) C [̂ (ppEg)] n  [E^-Câ Uĥ )].
Furthermore, by assumption, p is a non-cut point of Eg and clearly 
Eg is open in E^* Thus by theorem 5*32 there is a proper cyclic 
element Eg of Eg such that p E Eg and Eg is closed in Eg (̂ 5*20). 
Furthermore, Eg is closed in E^ and EgGHgCE^, thus Eg is closed 
in E^ (1,15). Recall that a^U b^GE^ and clearly the set a^U b^ 
is closed in E^. Since EgGÊgG[E(p,Gg)]n [E^-(a^U b̂ )̂] we have 
EgGl (â Û b^) = 0. Also we have seen that E^ is itself a cyclic 
Peano space. Thus applying theorem 5*29 there exists two arcs 
aĝ ag and b^bg in E^ such that îĵ ag /I Eg = Sg, b^^bgH Eg = bg and 
a^agOb^bg «0. Since Fg is a proper cyclic element of the Peano 
space Eg we see by theorem $.28 that Eg is itself a cyclic Peano 
space. Recall that p 6 Eg. Suppose p » ag. Clearly there is an 
arc agbg in Kg and a^agU Sgbg is also an arc since it is the 
union of two arcs whose only common point is Sg. Similarly, 
aiSgU agbgU bgbi is an arc, but more than that, it is an arc with 
p(«ag) as an interior point which is impossible by assumption*
Thus p 0 ag and, similarly, p / bg.
Now a^a^Ua^ag is the union of two arcs whose only common 
point is an end point a^, hence a^a^Ua^^Sg is an arc and we denote 
it as a^ag. Similarly, we obtain an arc b^bg. Recall that 
®'o®’l^ ®1 " ®'l hence a^a^D Eg = 0. Also
aiagflEg » ag hence we have a^agHFg » ag. Similarly,
b b_n Eg = bg and clearly a a. G  a a_ and b b.CLb b„.0  6  6  6  0  1  O  6  0 1 0 6
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Continuing this process for n = 1,2,... we obtain a sequence
of cyclic Peano spaces Ce 1 and arcs a a and b b such thatZ nj o n  o n
Let
* ■ nQ.®n-l®a "
and oo
® V a ^ ---
A is connected since a a is connected for each n andn-i n
^n-l^n^ ̂ n^n+1 “ ’̂n ^ Similary, B is connected. Thus A and B 
are each connected, and, furthermore, they are each compact.
Since =-„.ia„CE^.j^Cl„.iClt(p,e„.l) we have yO(e^,p)<€^_i - ^  
for all n. Clearly thenyO(a^,p)—»0 as n— and since a^ € A for 
all n we have p c X  (Ï.9) , Similarly, p £ B and it follows that 
A U p C A  and B U p CB* We shall show that A U p = A and B U P = B,
Let q be a point of A. Thus there is a sequence t̂̂ "̂  of distinct 
points of A such that t^—»q (1.9)# If infinitely many points of 
£t^^ are in a^a^^, then since a^a^ is compact there is a sub­
sequence of I't̂ l which converges to some point r of a^a^.
But since t^—tq we have t^— »q (1.6), i.e., q - r, hence
Z1
q 6 a^a^CA, i.e., q £ A. Thus we can assume only a finite number
of points of are in a^a^. Let /)>0 and choose an integer k
80 that Now continuing this line of reasoning we can assume
only a finite number of points of are in a^̂ _^a^, i.e., there
is a number n such that if n > n  then t 4̂ a a.U ... U a. ,a, .o o nr 0 1 K—JL K
Thus if s>k, and s-1  ̂k,
* n ® “a-lSCE3_^CEi,C\CB(p,i)CN(p,>K
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therefore t^6N(p,A) for all n>n^. But since k can be made 
arbitrarily large and there still will exist an appropriate number 
n^, we see that A can be made arbitrarily small. Thus as n— ♦oo we 
have ̂ t ^ , p )— i.e., t^—^p. However, since t^— this implies 
P = q, thus qC A Up. Therefore, if q is an arbitrary point of A 
we have q € A U p ,  i.e., A'CAUp, hence Â = A Up. Similarly,
B ■> B Up#
Also A H B  = ĵ, for if not then there is a point w of AHB#
Therefore, there are specific numbers m and n such that w g a .an—X n
and w 6 b  ,b. If m = n then by the way we have defined our arcs m-1 m
we have a ^a^nb^ _b^ = Cf. This is impossible since n-1 n m-1 m
thus m / n. Suppose m>n. Then since b ,b (2E tCIE and ' m-1 m m-1 n
a ,a H E_ = a_ we must have a _a Q b  , b C a ,n—1 n n n n—1 n m—1 m n
(i) If n = n+1, then But a^^
since a^a^^jO b^b^_^^ - j<, hence a^.j^a^flb^b^^^ = 0, i.e.,
a , a O b  ,b = 0, and we have a contradiction,n—1 n m-1 m
(ii) If m>n+l, i.e., m-1 n+1, then
V l  C  [K(P .«nel ^  C V
i.e., ^m-l^m^®h“ ^^n^ ̂ n^ * hence ^m-l^m' Thus again we have
the contradiction that a .a O h  ih ®= 0# In a similar manner,n-i n m-i m '
the reader may easily verify that the assumption that m < n  leads to 
a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that no such point w exists,
hence A O B  = 0. Clearly then since A = A U P  and B = B U p  we have
A A  B = p.
Now since A and B are both compact connected sets, if it can be 
shown that each has at most two non-cut points then by theorem 3*5
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each set is a simple arc. We shall see that this is the case.
First A-p = (AUp)-P = A and A is connected, hence p is a non-cut 
point of A. Similarly, p is a non-cut point of B. Clearly A-a^ 
may be expressed as follows,
A-a^ » (AUp)-a^ = (a^a^-a^) U  a^agU U  ... U P
= (a^a^-a^)U a^ag U a ^ a ^ U  . . . Ua^a^U .. . UP«
Now a a, is an arc with a and a- as its end points, hence a is a o 1 o 1 ^ ' o
non-cut point of a_a_. Therefore, a a,-a is connected. Also, ito 1 ' o 1 o '
is clear that a^agU a^a^U ... Ua^^a^U •.. is a connected set meeting 
a^a^-a^ in exactly one point; namely a^, hence
U a^ag U . . . U  • • •
is a connected set. But
(a^a^-a^) U  ̂ 1^2 ̂  ‘ . . . = A U p = X
and since (a^a^-a^) U  a^^agU • • • U  a^a^(j ... Cl(a^a^-a^) Ua^ag(J ... 
U a ^ a ^ U  ... U  P d A  U p we see that (a^a^-a^) U a^ag U ... U  a^a^U • • »U P 
is connected. Thus, A-a^ is connected, i.e., a^ is a non-cut point 
of X. We must now show that p and a^ are the only non-cut points 
of A. Let V be any point of A such that v / p and v / a^. There 
is some i such that v€a. .a.. There are two distinct cases to1-1 X
consider.
(i) Suppose V is an interior point of a^_^a^. Under this 
assumption the reader may easily verify that
(AUp).v = (va^-T)
i.e., ( A U p )-v is not connected,
(ii) Suppose v = â  ̂ Again it is easily seen that 
(AUp)-v -
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hence, (AUp)-v is disconnected.
Similarly, if v » we see that (AUp)-v is disconnected, 
thus, in every case an arbitrary point v of A such that v p and 
V / is found to he a cut point of A* Similarly, p and h^ are 
the only non-cut points of B, We now see that A and B are each 
simple arcs with end points p and a^ of A and p and h^ of B. 
Furthermore, A and B meet in exactly one point p which is an end 
point of each set. Thus A U B  is itself a simple arc with end 
points a^ and h^. But p E  AUB, p / a^ and p f h^, hence p is an 
interior point of an arc in T. This contradicts our first 
assumption, hence the theorem is proved, Q.E.D.
Theorem 5*34 (Cyclic Connectivity Theorem) Suppose T is a 
Peano space. Then T is cyclic if and only for every two points a 
and h of T there is a simple closed curve in T containing a and b .
Proof, First suppose given any two points a and b of T 
there is a simple closed curve C in T containing a and b. Let d 
be any point of T different from a and b, thus a,b € T-d. There 
are two cases to consider,
(i) Suppose d G 0. By theorem 4*4 * C may be expressed as 
two independent arcs (ab)̂  ̂ and (ab)^. Suppose the notation is 
chosen so that dS(ab)^, thus d G (ab)^. Since (ab)g is a con­
nected set it belongs to one component of T-d, But a € (ab)^ and 
b £  (Tab)^, hence a and b are in the same component of T-d, Since 
d was arbitrary this implies no point of T outs between a and b. 
Hence a O b  for any two points a and b of T. Therefore, T is 
cyclic.
(ii) Suppose d^C. Since C is a connected set it is
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contained in a single component of T-d. Thus a and b lie in a
single component of T-d, hence a Ob* Again then since a and b were
arbitrary points of T we see that T is cyclic*
To prove the converse, suppose that T is a cyclic Peano 
space and that a and b are any two distinct points of T. We must 
show there a simple closed curve in T containing a and b. By 
theorem 5*55» & is an interior point of some arc xy in T. Since T
is cyclic and the single point a is closed, we readily see that
T-a is a region in T. Now, T-a is arcwise connected and x,y f a
hence there is an arc ^  in T-a joining the points x and y .
Clearly a h e n c e  xy / iQ". Consider the subarc ax of xy. Since 
ax is closed, it is compact. Furthermore, x £ ax and x 6 hence 
a x O ^  / 0* Let u be the first point of ax on » Thus, uSaxAxy 
and we clearly have auO x y  = t where au is a subarc of ax. Also, 
u / a since u €  ̂ C T - a *  By similar reasoning, the subarc ay of 
xy is compact and meets hence we may let w be the first point
of ay on xy. Thus, awO x y  = w where a / w. Now then u£xy,
w 6 x y  and u / w since auPiawCaxHay = a.
X
Figure 2
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Consider the subarc uw of Clearly u w O a w C ^ y H a w  = w and since
w € u w  and w C a w  we have u w H a w  = w« Similarly, since
uwHauCicynau = u 
and u G  tiw and u g au we have uw A a u  = u. It is also clear that
a u A a w  = a. We see that au and aw are simple arcs meeting at one
point; namely a. But a is an end point of both au and aw, hence 
a u U a w  is a simple arc with end points u and w and clearly
(auUaw)niiw = (aunuw)U (awOuw)
= U V  w.
Thus ((au U a w ) and uw are independent arcs from u to w, hence
by the corollary to theorem 4*4 we see that (au V  aw)U uw is a
simple closed curve. Let C^ = (au U aw) U uw. Now aGC^^, hence a
lies on a simple closed curve in T. By similar reasoning there is
a simple closed curve C^ containing b.
It is immediate that if either a £ C, or b £C then a and bb a
lie on the same simple closed curve and the theorem is proved.
Thus excluding this possibility there are three cases to consider.
(i) Suppose C^ = Then Ĉ  ̂and are non-degenerate,
disjoint, compact (hence closed), connected subsets of the cyclic 
Peano space T (4*5)* In view of theorem 5*29» there exists dis­
joint arcs pq and rs each having one end point in and one end
point in C^. That is, p 6 C^, q and p q H  (C^^U C^) = pUq,
Similarly, r 6 s G and rsn(CTg^UC^) = rUs.
fpr qs
C Ca
Figure 5-
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It is easily seen that we now have arcs pr and pr such that
p r U p r  = and also we have arcs qs and qs such that qsUqs = CT̂ . 
suppose the notation is chosen so that a £ ^  and h € q s  (a similar 
discussion would follow if a e pr and h or else &Ç-gæ and 'bCqs)<
We know that pqQrs = 0 and clearly pqOpr = p and pqOqà = q. 
Similarly, it is readily seen that rsOpr = r and rs A  qs = s. 
Furthermore, § ^ n ^ C Z C j ^ C ^  = 0, i.e., = 0. It follows
that p r Upq is the union of two simple arcs which intersect in 
exactly one point ; namely p, which is an end point of each. Hence, 
pr U pq is itself a simple arc. Similarly, (prUpq)uCs is a simple 
arc. Now then we have two independent arcs ( ; ^ U p q U ^ )  and rs 
from r to s, hence by the corollary to theorem 4-4»
(p^U pq U q^ U rs) - A\ 
is a simple closed curve. Furthermore, a 6 pr and h g (Q, hence a 
and b lie on A,
(ii) Suppose = z, i.e., and meet in a single
point i zyzx
C
Figure 4
Clearly z / a and z / b. Since T is cyclic and z is a closed set, 
T-z is a region in T and a,b ̂  T-z. Thus, there is an arc ab in 
T-z joining a and b. Now 0^ is compact and since b S a b O C ^  we 
have abOC^ / 0* Therefore, there is a first point y of on ab.
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Hence, y Sab, y CC^ and ay^l 0^ = y . Furthermore, y ^ z since 
abCT-z, hence y^C^, By similar reasoning, there is a first point 
X of on the arc ay going in order from y to a, such that x Eiab,
xCC^, X / z and x^C^, Thus we have a subarc xy of ab such that
xyrvC^ = X and xy/^C^ = y. Since x y C a b G T - z  we have xyOT-z. It 
is clear (see the figure in (ii)) that we now have subarcs zx, 
zx of and zy, zy of C^* Suppose the notation is chosen so that 
a.£zk and b G zy (a similar discussion would follow if a C  zx and 
b € Ê y  or a E  ̂  and b 6 zy) . Clearly, zxHxy = x and since x is an 
end point of both zx and xy we see that zxUxy is a simple arc. 
Furthermore, (zxUxy)Hzy = z U y , i.e., the two simple arcs 
(zxUxy) and zÿ meet in two points ; namely, the end points of each. 
Hence Ê x U x y U z y  « B is a simple closed curve. But a £  and
b£ zy, hence a and b both lie on B.
(ill) Suppose contains more than one point.
aw. azay
aw
Figure 5
Thus, there Is a point w of C ^ A s u c h  that w / a, w^ b and
w / z where z 6 C  OC. . Now then we have subarcs aw and aw ofa D
Let z € a^ (since a similar discussion would follow if z£aw).
Thus z ^  aw since awO^w = a U w  and z / a and z / w. Let x be the
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first point of aw on going in order from a to w. Thus we have 
a subarc ax of aw such that x£.aw, x£C^, x / a and ax O = x.
Now also there is a subarc az of C such that a z C ^ »  Let y be 
the first point of âa belonging to C^. Thus y ^ a, and
yGC^* Consider the arc ay. Clearly, ay( 2^ Caw and ayHc^ = y. 
We now have
ax n  ay C a w  A  az (2aw n aw = a U w, 
i.e., a x A ^ C a U w .  But w^êîzf hence axn ay = a, where the point 
a is an end point for each arc ax and ay. Thus, axUay is a 
simple arc joining x and y and clearly (axUay)OC^ = xUy. 
Furthermore, there exists subarcs xy and xy of C^ and we choose 
the notation so bexy. Now since arcs (ax uay) and ^  meets in 
exactly two points, x and y , which are the end points of each arc 
we see that axU ay- Uxy = D is a simple closed curve. But a C ax 
and bGxy, hence a and b lie on D.
Thus, in every case, there is a simple closed curve con­
taining a and b. Q.E.D,
For a similar presentation of theorems 5*28 through 5»34» 
the reader may refer to Hall and Spencer's Elementary Topology.
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